
Tick! Tock! Find the �ying clocks and see 
what you can do in one minute!

Our January calendar is packed with 
fun activities every day of the month. 

Be sure to check it out!

Gliding through the air in soundless �ight, the 
snowy owl �ies like a ghost camou�aged 
against the snow.

SNOWY OWLS

You might feel you really, really need a new 
video game. Is that a need or a want?

WANTS vs. NEEDS

What if kids with freckles got better treatment 
in class? Would that be fair? Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., taught people that any kind of 
discrimination was unfair.

FAIRNESS

Find our how animation works by creating  
your own cool �ip book!

MOVILLE 3RD GRADE WISHES US A VERY 
MERRY KID SCOOP NEWS DAY
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WELCOME TO THE TENTH ISSUE OF KID SCOOP NEWS!

Civil Rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., was born in Atlanta 
Georgia, in 1929. As an inspirational speaker and born leader, he 
believed in equality and justice for all and shared his beliefs through a 
nonviolent movement. King received the Nobel Peace Prize for protesting 
inequalities through nonviolence and combatting poverty within his 
lifetime. This month we celebrate Dr. King and others who have committed 
their lives to creating a society based on the ideal of “life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness” for all.  In Siouxland, there are many individuals 
who collectively have made a huge difference in changing the landscape 
of our community culture and continue to create opportunities for area 
community members.

Rufus Jones, Quaker historian and theologian stated that,“I pin my hopes 
to quiet processes and small circles”…implying that change often happens 
when a few work hard to do the right thing.
Kid Scoop News Siouxland shares the idea that individuals often strive 
to make changes not only within the community but within their own 
families.  We share, this month, stories handed down, oral histories within 
family circles that show the integrity and strength our ancestors had when 
overcoming adversity through their resilience.   We are publishing again, 
several articles from our summer issues that demonstrate a pride found in 
families for their special stories.

We would like to encourage families, teachers, and youth organization 
directors to engage students in oral history experiences that bring their 
personal history to life and generate a higher level of interest in the past.  
Through the modeling and actions of so many people, our children
will be part of a stronger and  globally conscious world.  “Fortunately 
for us and our world, young people are not easily discouraged.  The 
hopes of the world rest on the fresh outlook of young people.”  Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, former US president and General.

Websites for teaching oral history lessons:   
www.dohistory.org
 www.readingrockets.org
www.socialstudies.org
www.readwritethink.org>lesson-plans
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     ike her husband Martin Luther 
               King, Jr., Coretta Scott 
King dreamed of making the world 
a better place to live. Each year the 
King Center in Atlanta awards a 
Coretta Scott King 
A.N.G.E.L. (Advancing 
Nonviolence through 
Generations of Excep-
tional Leadership) 
Award to a young leader 
(ages 12-25).

Last January, Aidan 
Thomas Hornaday, 
founder of AidanCares, 
was awarded the 
A.N.G.E.L. Award for 
his commitment to helping those in 
need and for working to teach a new 
generation to give.

            idan Thomas Hornaday, age 
    14, has been playing a 
harmonica since he was little. 
One night he started playing his 
harmonica at a restauant because 
he was bored at a grown-up dinner. 
He ended up getting $80 in tips!

He decided to give his tips to charity 
to help sick children in Africa. He 
read an article about an illness there 
and he donated his tips to buy pills 
to help stop the suffering.

That was the start of 
AidanCares. Since 
then, things have 
really taken off. Aidan 
and his mom travel to 
raise money and to 
talk about the impor-
tance of all ages to 
give and serve.

Aidan has visited 
children in hospitals 

and met celebrities and newsmakers 
as he spreads his message about 
giving to others.

 “Find your passion and give from 
that place. Then you will never give 
out,” says Aidan.

AidanCares is in the process of 
creating a series called “Giving 101” 
which will help inspire others to find 
what makes their heart sing. Read 
more at www.aidancares.org

he was bored at a grown-up dinner. 
He ended up getting $80 in tips!
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his commitment to helping those in 

Talk with your parents about an issue that you care about: homelessness, 
animals, the environment, etc. What is something you could do as a family 
to help even in some small way? Could you volunteer some time to help?

Aidan with comedian 
Je� Foxworthy

Aidan with CNN founder and 
philanthropist Ted Turner

Find your passion. 
People, animals or 
the earth. Give to 
what matters to 

you. What makes 
your heart sing?

Run TO need not 
FROM it! De�ne 
needs and go 
meet them. 

Include others, it’s 
an opportunity, 

not an 
inconvenience.

No matter how 
small an act of 
giving. BAM! 

You become a 
di�erence 

maker!

Hang with givers. 
You are de�ned 

by those you 
run with and 
remember 

sel�shness is 
a drag.

No excuses. 
Giving & 

compassion need 
to be as much a 
part of your life 

as breathing, 
working, 

relationships.

Think of the world 
as a giant mosaic, 

it will never be 
complete without 
you. YOU matter.
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Activist and Human Rights Leader… 
Our Own Flora Lee
“I began my childhood on the east side of Sioux City and attended the Hobson 
Elementary School.  The area was called South Bottom.  There were many 
immigrants and refugees as well as being a very diverse area in general.”  
Flora Lee went on to say that at a very young age, she really didn’t know 
about issues of discrimination.  It wasn’t until she moved that she discovered 
there were people who could hurt her.

 Her grandparents in�uenced her in terms of moral and civic responsibility.  
“My grandparents were very giving.  We lived by the tennis court near Cook 
Park.  The extended family was large and my cousins were like my brothers 
and sisters.  My grandparents taught me the importance of caring and 
giving back.  As I grew up, I knew I needed to turn my energy, sometimes negative 
energy, into something positive.  In order to make change, you have to be part of the process.” Flora 
Lee decided early on, that education would be the key in creating change .

She currently works at Northwest AEA and has since 1998.  She is a strategist who works with 
students on IEPs (Individualized Educational Plans).  She helps to monitor and review their goals and 
problem- solve with the students and their families.  She gives the students learning strategies that will 
assist in their success.  She loves her job and the people she works with.  She believes it is important 
to give back to your community.

In 2014, Flora Lee was honored by the Sioux City Human Rights Commission for her community work 
towards equality.  She received the War Eagle Human Rights Award.  
“I was raised that you pay it forward. If you have been blessed, you share that with others and you 
help empower people and to help people.”
As past president of the Sioux City National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), she continues to serve and help individuals of all races and cultures to �nd their strengths 
and roles in Siouxland.

The NAACP mission is to ensure the political, educational, social, and equality of rights of all persons 
and to eliminate race-based discrimination.    The organization was formed on February 12, 1909 
in response to a horri�c event that led to a race riot in 1908.  Throughout the years, the organization 
has been instrumental in confronting race-based issues as well as human rights issues.  Well- known 
celebrities have been part of the organization for years, but the heart of the movement is in the lives 
of everyday citizens who strive to �nd equality for all.

Flora served on the Sioux City Community Schools School Board for 12 years.  She hopes that the 
students of today learn about and understand the history of discrimination in America and focus on 
ways to make this world a better place.  She enjoys working with students in the classroom to make 
goals and achieve them.  She meets with parents and contributes as a liaison when issues arise.  She 
believes that it is important to build work and learning environments that are safe and engaging.  

The Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday celebrates the life and legacy of a man who brought hope and 
healing to America.  This holiday honors the life and contributions of America’s greatest champion of 
racial justice and equality, the leader who not only dreamed of a color-blind society; but who also 
led a movement that achieved historic reforms to help make it a reality.  (The Meaning of the King 
Holiday, Coretta S. King)

It is individuals like Flora Lee who remind us how important it is to continue Dr. King’s legacy.  It is 
important to continue learning about discrimination and knowing what each of us can do to make 
connections to recent events.  Learning from history and moving forward in a positive way would 
honor the legacy of Martin Luther King.

Brianna and Isabel Martinez  Blessed Sacrament  Middle School

After the interview with Flora Lee, these Kid Scoop News Reporters were asked to present at the 
Martin Luther King Program in January.  Our local NAACP organization will be sponsoring a 
celebration of community giving on January 18… 7:00 pm at the Mt. Zion Baptist Church.  Brianna 
and Isabel will be honoring Connie Spain, a local civil rights leader who was honored in 2015 
through the Celebrating Community Project. 

Martin Luther King submissions from local 
students
Martin Luther King Jr. was born in Atlanta, Georgia on January 
15, 1929. A gifted student, King attended segregated public 
schools and at the age of 15 was admitted to Morehouse 
College, like both his father and grandfather, where he studied 
medicine and law. He enrolled into Boston University there he met 
Coretta Scott, a young singer from Alabama. He later married 
her and had four children. When he graduated, he met with 
many people who wanted to stop segregation. One way he tried 
to stop segregation was the March on Washington on August 
28, 1963 with more than 300,000 participants. On the evening 
of April 4, 1968, King was fatally shot while standing on the 
balcony of a motel in Memphis, where he had traveled to support 
a sanitation workers’ strike. When people heard of his death, a 
wave of riots swept major cities across the country while President 
Johnson declared a national day of mourning. James Earl Ray, an 
escaped convict and known racist, pleaded guilty to the murder 
and was sentenced to 99 years in prison.  
Tony Guerra  Mater Dei  Grade 8

Martin Luther King Jr. was an American Baptist minister and a 
leader of the African American Civil Rights Movement. He is 
best known for his I Have a Dream Speech about Civil Rights 
using nonviolent methods. Martin Luther King Jr. was born in 
January 15, 1929, in Atlanta, Georgia. He was raised in a 
Baptist family and learned at a public school at age �ve. He led 
protests on businesses that excluded or discriminated towards 
African Americans. He became a Baptist minister in 1947, at age 
twenty-eight. Sadly, in a tragic time, Martin Luther King Jr. died by 
assassination on April 4, 1968. He was only thirty-nine years old.
Collin Jackson  Mater Dei  Grade 8
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Karen Sowienski, Resident 
Costumer at Lamb Theatre…
”The Darling of the Stage!
Mara Aesoph Kid Scoop News 
Feature Reporter 6th Grade

Each month, at Kid Scoop News, 
there are special topics that are 
covered. This month, “oral histories”, 
stories about people and about 
the past are highlighted.  This reporter was asked to �nd 
someone who had a special “story” to tell.  While others might 
interview family members, business owners, or neighbors, this 
reporter chose someone who is considered a “very interesting 
person” throughout the city, I think an interesting person is 
someone who reminds me of a pomegranate…there are layers 
in this fruit and as you peel the layers back, you �nd this last 
wonderful layer of goodness. My friend and mentor Karen 
Sowienski always has interesting stories to share and if one 
carefully listens, you learn a great deal about everyday life.

Little did  Karen Sowienski realize, more than 60 years ago, that 
she would become the “genius” of the costume department at 
LAMB Theatre in Sioux City.  But with all of her travels and all of 
her interests, she came back to the city where she started. 

She was born in Sioux City and raised in a Greek culture, which 
she believes gives her a �air for the theatre and affects many of 
her food choices!  Her grandparents emigrated from Greece and 
her parents were born in the United States.  She learned to love 
and be passionate about both cultures, which in turn assists with 
her work at the theatre.

She was originally introduced to the theatre by her grade school 
principal in second grade.  She knew that this is what she wanted 
to do the rest of her life.  She was trained in Los Angeles and did 
movies out there but she really wanted to come back to her home 
base of Sioux City.  She had planned on living in New York, too, 
but after her two children were born, she decided to live in Sioux 
City.

She loves the space here and how friendly everyone is.  She says, 
“Everyone knows everyone else.”  According to her, it’s a great 
place to raise children and to do the things you enjoy.

Her favorite actress and personal heroine is Betty Davis.  People 
thought Betty Davis was a “Plain Jane”…but she fooled them.  She 
became the icon for “Betty Davis Eyes”, and a real heroine of the 
Screen Actors’ Guild.

Karen is a born environmentalist.  She doesn’t drive a car, but she 
loves to ride her bike.  She doesn’t own a cell phone, but was once 
a telephone operator.  She celebrates the 17th of every month and 
has a passion for everything “giraffe”.  She is currently the costume 
designer at LAMB Theatre, but secretly, used to be a “Go-Go 
dancer”.  

Karen feels and believes she is a liberated person.  She was once 
a political collector and is still interested in the events going on 
throughout the area.  She loves to cook, which this reporter knows 
personally that she is a good cook, as she shares her special 
Greek cookies with cast members.  Her favorite costuming projects 
were during LAMB’s production of Secret Garden and Sweeney 
Todd.  Let’s hope we always have people like Karen in our region, 
one who celebrates the arts and is a promoter of the Siouxland 
region!

A Great Man….and a Wonderful Great- Grandfather
Right before my great- grandfather died, I had a long interview with him. He was a 
fascinating man and I want to share with others just a little bit of what a great man 
he was. Emil Robert Plantenberg was born February 2nd, 1920 in Crofton, NE. 
Growing up, he was the last of �ve children.  He had one brother and three sisters. 
His father died before Emil was even born, which created hardships for the family.  
He never got a chance to meet his father, so from a very young age he had to 
become the man of the house. Without plumbing or electricity, there was lots of 
work to be done.
Instead of a car, Emil rode a horse every day to school. He said he was always 
amazed at how the horse could �nd its way back home all by itself. His teacher 
was a nun, and she was very strict. He said “Whenever I got in trouble, she 
would hit me on the wrist with a ruler.” It taught him to behave, but he said it was 
very painful.  Imagine if that happened today!
In 1956, Emil moved to South Dakota to earn money by building dams. He 
helped to build all three South Dakota dams:  Gavin’s Point,  Oahe, and  Fort 
Pierre.   Emil said the most memorable part of this work was getting in trouble with his equipment and hanging off 
the dam from a 100 foot drop. It took three workers to help him back up. He took a little break and afterwards he 
just kept working. He was a hardworking man.  
Emil and his wife Lavina, went on to raise 12 children and the majority of that time was spent  living in Sioux City.  
He eventually moved back to Crofton and took over the family farm, which had been in the family for 100 years; 
a century farm!  He farmed for about 30 years. After he sold the farm in Crofton, he moved to North Sioux City 
and lived there a few years before his death.
Emil died September 9, 2013. He was ninety-two and lived a good long life. I am so thankful that I got to spend 
time getting to know him, since I know many people don’t get to know their great grandparents.  He will always 
be remembered for his work on all three South Dakota dams, his great personality, and most importantly, his love 
of his family.
Jessica Colt Elk Point-Jefferson Schools 7th Grade

Siouxland’s Irish War Bride, Margaret Elizabeth 
O’Connor
My great-grandmother, Margaret Elizabeth O’Connor was born in 
Belfast, Northern Ireland along with four other siblings.  When she 
was only fourteen, she worked at a linen factory as she helped to 
take care of the family.  She was a teenager during World War II 
and was an of�cial air raid warden and when there was danger 
close by…she would grab her bicycle and yell out the warnings to 
all who would listen.  Her mother died when she was very young 
and she became the caretaker of the family.  Life was hard, but 
many families nearby were affected by the war.

Margaret did the family laundry using a scrub board and she cooked many meals the old fashioned way.  Each 
member of the family had chores to complete and they did it without complaining.  Margaret met a young 
American soldier named David Udell who was soon to become her husband. Margaret became a “war bride”.  
War brides are women who left their native countries after the war and married soldiers from Allied forces.  Over 
100,000 GI war brides left the United Kingdom which includes Northern Ireland.

 They met in 1943 and after David travelled back to the United States, she followed in 1945.  She travelled by 
ship with other war brides and after being processed through Staten Island, she travelled by train to Chicago and 
transferred to another train to Sioux City.  Imagine being all alone in a foreign country, preparing for a totally 
new life.  Margaret and the other war brides are individuals who could teach all of us about commitment and 
strength during very dif�cult times.

Margaret was deeply affected by the greeting she was given in Sioux City.  A feast had been organized and 
there was more food at the table then she had ever seen.  In Ireland, each family was given only one egg to 
share each week and other staples were dif�cult to �nd.  She doesn’t understand why people don’t appreciate 
what they have here in the United States.  For her, living here is truly celebrating the American Dream.  

Margaret still lives in Sioux City and enjoys her grandchildren and great grandchildren.  At Kid Scoop News 
stories such as hers need to be shared and not forgotten.  She truly is one from the “Greatest Generation” who 
demonstrates what living is all about!

Natalie Bousquet  West Middle School 6th Grade
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“Yo Solo Queria Unos 
Patines de Ruedas….”  (I 
Just Wanted Some Roller 
Skates….)
Our Tia-Mama said she was way 
too young to be a grandmother 
when her �rst grandchild was 
born, so she became Tia-Mama.  
In Spanish “tia” actually means 
“aunt”…and an aunt is a very special relative to a young child.  Our Tia-
Mama is very special to us and we love that she has a very special name.

Our grandmother Leonor Chavez is a professional hair stylist who has a 
keen sense of color and style.  She was born in Michoacan, Mexico on 
December 18, 1963.  Family life was different back then as Tia-Mama 
gathered wood for �res, did laundry for the family, and created homemade 
tortillas for meals.  Shopping at stores was a luxury for her and she 
remembers that most of the children in the neighborhood wore hand-me-
downs.  

Mexico is a rich and story- �lled culture that teaches children early on the 
importance of tolerance and kindness, especially through games.  In many 
neighborhoods you might �nd such games as escondidas (hide-and-seek), 
balero (a ball attached to a string inside a cup ,or the traditional piñata.  
Dance is equally important to family celebrations and community festivals.  
Tia-Mama mentioned that there really wasn’t much time for celebrations, 
though she did remember one where her father’s birthday was honored in 
San Juan and many family members attended.

At the young age of 14, she traveled by herself to California to live with 
family members.  She remembers wanting very much to save money to buy 
her own roller skates.  (Thus, the title of our article!)  We couldn’t imagine 
being only 14 and traveling so far to live and being away from your family.

Our grandmother went to cosmetology school in California and had a 
house shoppe before moving east.  She now owns her own two salons, one 
in Sioux City and one in Rock Valley.  She is very creative with hair design 
and as you can see in the picture we have fun each summer with new 
colors and new styles.  We feel pretty lucky to have our own personal hair 
designer!

Holidays now are great fun.  Sometimes they are small gatherings, but 
other times the entire family comes.  We celebrate with some traditional 
Mexican food such as:  posole-a special soup, rice and beans, tres leches 
cake, Mexican sweetbread, and homemade tortillas.  Now-a-days, we often 
have store bought tortillas as there are so many good brands to �nd.  When 
we visited Mexico, Tia-Mama’s sister, Yolanda showed us how to make 
traditional tortillas by hand and we now have small tortilla presses to use.

Most of Tia-Mama’s family is bilingual, as is our father, so family gatherings 
are often centered in Spanish.  We are learning a little each time, and hope 
someday to also be bilingual.  Our Dad, Ramon, translates for us and we 
have a great time learning new things.

Te queremos, Tia-Mama, y gracias.  (We love you, Tia-Mama, and thank 
you.)  We are so very glad you chose this place to live and to celebrate two 
cultures with us every day.

Isabel Martinez 6th Grade Blessed Sacrament School
Brianna Martinez 8th Grade Blessed Sacrament School

My Grandpa and me...
My grandpa Steve Bell was born at home in 1950 on his family farm. 
The closest town was 6 miles away. He did chores on the farm every 
day. As he got older his chores got more and more dif�cult as he 
helped take care of the animals and did maintenance on the farm. 
As the day would come to an end, the family of 6 would gather and 
watch their black and white television for entertainment. After that, 
they would share stories of the Great Depression and the dif�culties 
of the 1930’s before World War II.
They rode a bus to school each day and they would read, write, and 
do arithmetic (math) in coursework.  They would have recess in the 
mornings and afternoons. They had to wear a white button up shirt, 
slacks, and leather shoes. If they didn’t wear one of the pieces of 
clothing they would get detention. There was usually only one car for 
the family and they had to travel to Sioux City (which was about 60 
miles away) once a year to go shopping for school clothes. 
Most Sundays the whole family would go to Mapleton to shop for groceries and every once in a while 
they would get to go to the movie house for a show. It would cost a little less than $4 if they each got a 
soda and a candy at the movie.  Imagine that….it costs a family of four a great deal more in 2015.
His mom taught him how to sew and bake but he spent most of his time with his dad who was his hero. 
His family got the newspaper every day and read it together for the news.   Family time was very 
important and that was passed on to my dad.
Alexis Bell 6th Grade North Middle School

Oral Histories Provide a Treasure Trove of Personal and Historical Information
This month Kid Scoop News highlights stories written by our feature student reporters who interviewed people who had knowledge of past events both personal and historical.  Our 
philosophy maintains that students know better who they are when they know where they are from.  Knowing where one is from includes knowing the people, their stories, the history and the 
topography of your place.  Our reporters are preserving very small pieces of history by interviewing individuals who have wonderful stories to share and provide a very signi�cant insight to 
our past.

Artist & Architect, Howard Horii
At age 92, our great uncle Howard Horii had many stories to tell, but one 
of the most compelling was his story of the Japanese- American internment 
camps during WWII.  Because of their Japanese-American 
heritage, after the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, many 
Americans viewed the Japanese, even those born in this 
country, with suspicion, and thousands were taken to prison 
camps to remain for the duration of the war. Howard’s 
family was in a camp at the Gila River Relocation Center in 
Arizona and while they tried to make it seem normal, they 
did feel like prisoners. They had lost their home, farm, and 
grocery store and knew it would be dif�cult after the war.

 But Howard’s family, Buddhists in beliefs, let go of the 
anger and fear that many might have, and became successful citizens of the country 
where he had been born.  So, when Howard visited with us by phone, he mainly visited about his 
childhood, which in his eyes was pretty wonderful.

He called it a pretty typical California childhood.  He was born on January 4, 1923 in Hermosa 
Beach, California.  He was named Nobuo in Japanese, and was given the English name of Howard.  
His father was a farmer and grocery store owner.  He remembers weighing string beans for the 
customers and he was very proud of the fact that he didn’t have to use a scale to weigh an exact 
pound of beans, as he knew it by heart.

His father would let a regional circus house their animals on his farm and in return they were given free 
tickets to the show.  Howard remembers that as a wonderful time and while they didn’t go to movies or 
other events often, the circus was a very special time.

He was raised with 7 brothers and sisters and they often helped on the farm and in the grocery store.  
His brothers and he loved the beach and the ocean and would build surfboards and rafts for the water 
and wooden stock cars for the gravel roads.  School was very typical and Howard did well, especially 
in art.  Through the assistance of a teacher at school, Howard won a scholarship to the Otis Art Institute 
and that began his lifelong pursuit of being an architect.  First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt had visited 
the internment camp while Howard was there, and she told the people to “branch out” and move 
throughout the United States…so Howard chose New York City to pursue his dreams. Sadly, Uncle 
Howard passed away this November, but his stories will be his legacy to us forever.
Mackenzie  & Chloe McClure North Schools  10th Grade  & 6th Grade
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Paying it Forward…
Have you ever gone shopping for someone in need? That’s what I do with the Mater 
Dei LIFE team every year. We all go to Wal-Mart and shop for the little kids whose 
families don’t have enough money to get them gifts. Last year, one of the kids we 
had was a two year old little girl and we got her a baby doll, snow boots and snow 
pants, and winter gloves. Then, we delivered the presents to little kids.   
Ellie Koob  Mater Dei  Grade 7

One Friday afternoon after school, my friends and I all decided to go outside in 
the cold snow. We walked down to a four way stop and already people were 
struggling. We decided that we’d help people who got stuck in the snow. We 
crossed the street, but looked both ways, and walked down the hill. There were a 
lot of people stuck down there and we saw someone slide down the hill in their 
car. Everything was �ne and no damage was done. After a while, it got really cold 
and we hadn’t helped anyone out yet because adults were already pushing cars 
and shoveling snow. The decision was made that we would go home, but when we 
were walking back up the hill we saw two people pushing a car. They needed help 
so we hurried over and started to push. Eventually, the car drove up the hill and 
disappeared from our view. We got out of the street and stood there for a moment 
before we walked back to my house, happy that we helped someone. Even though 
they didn’t know us and we didn’t know them, it’s always better to do the greater 
deed and make you feel good inside and them feel thankful.  
Greta Rosno  Mater Dei  Grade 8

Heelan pays it forward each year when students give all or some of their old 
school supplies to Heelan.  Heelan gives the donated supplies to Honduras or other 
countries that are less fortunate. By doing this act of kindness we are giving students 
who are less fortunate a chance at a good education or to have fun like draw or 
color. If people didn’t do kind acts like this, some kids and teens wouldn’t have 
necessary supplies in school. So I thank Heelan staff and the students who do acts 
of kindness like this.
Koby Bork  Mater Dei   Grade 8

Do you like buying presents for people who are in need? At my church there is a 
tree set up that has angels on it. On the angel there is a person’s name, his/her age, 
and what he/she would like for Christmas. This year I picked a little boy, he wanted 
a bag that he could carry to and from sports, and any sports clothes. My mom and I 
went shopping and picked out a blue Nike bag, socks, and a Nike sweatshirt. Then 
we went home, wrapped it, and took it to Blessed Sacrament. I think this tradition is 
fun and I enjoy doing it every year.
Liz Albenesius  Mater Dei  Grade 8

Mary J. Treglia Community House...
Helping families and children  
be self-sufficient
“We believe cultural diversity strengthens our 
community.  We strive to identify and respond to the 
needs of the immigrant population in Siouxland through 
education, services, advocacy, and celebration of diversity.  Through these efforts, 
Mary Treglia Community House makes possible the self-suf�ciency and empowerment of the 
individual.”

Equipped with a lively sense of humor, a crooked smile, and a genuine affection for people, 
Mary Joanna Treglia served Sioux City’s immigrants and their children for almost four decades 
through her work at the Community House.  THE ANNALS OF IOWA 50 (Fall 1989/Winter 
1990) The State Historical Society of Iowa, 1989.  Ms. Treglia was one amazing woman of 
her times.  She was a believer in pulling a neighborhood together and then transforming the 
neighborhood into the broader Siouxland community.  She was a community leader.

Her parents left Italy with the true immigrant dream, to better their lives and they settled in 
Sioux City in the 1880s.  Her parents opened a sweet shoppe, but sadly after only two 
years, her father passed away.  Her mother, being the strong woman she was, continued the 
business and made Siouxland the family’s home.   Mary, sharing her mother’s ability to make 
people feel at home, created the context for educating people about immigration using a lot 
of spaghetti and ravioli dinners.  In 1942, Mary was honored for her hard work by being 
elected president of the Iowa branch of the American Association of Social Workers.  Her 
legacy is still found in those who work for the Mary Treglia Community House, a place where 
recent immigrants and refugees �nd support in learning the English language, �nding work, 
education of preschool children, obtaining work permits and hosting citizenship classes.  They 
are an organization that helps those who in turn help themselves and others.  Their tribute to 
Mary Treglia is giving back what she aspired for families like her own.
Kid Scoop News Siouxland recently met with Mary Treglia Community House employees,  
Amy Abraham and Wes Bell to gain a little background knowledge about the Community 
House.
To fully understand the function of the Mary Treglia House, one just has to visit with these 
individuals and visit the many classes and browse through the pamphlets and booklets that 
share information about all of the Sioux City services that are available through varying 
organizations. This place is about education and understanding civic responsibilities….a 
wonderful “paying it forward” kind of place!
We will be highlighting the Mary Treglia Community House and Mary Treglia this summer in 
our “oral history” section of the magazine.  Mary Treglia was a pioneer in the advancement 
of special service organizations in the area of immigration education and orientation.

Dr. Martin Luther King knew what it 
was like to be discriminated against. 
He had been called names and told he 
could not do all of things other people 
could do. It wasn’t because of freckles 
that Dr. King had these problems. It 
was because his skin was black.

In the 1950s and ’60s, many 
Americans, black and white, spoke 
out and even fought against unfair 
laws that discriminated against black 
people. Dr. King was one of the 
leaders of this struggle called the Civil 
Rights movement.

After years of struggle, the 
Civil Rights Act made 
discrimination against the 
law. However, Dr. King knew 
it would take more than a law 
to change people’s hearts and 
minds. He continued to teach 
people that discrimination 
was unfair.

Each year on his birthday, 
Americans remember this 
man who believed the dream 
of equality and freedom 
should ring true for all.
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Holocaust: Tolerance & Acceptance
The eighth grade students at Mater Dei completed a 
unit on the Holocaust focusing not only on the literature 
and history of that era, but also tying in the concepts of 
tolerance and acceptance into their own lives.  The Big 
Idea or Concept covered…If you are made more aware 
of others and educate yourself about them, you are 
more likely to be empathetic towards them. When we 
read of Martin Luther King and his dream of equality, 
we recognize how history prepares us to understand 
events that led to change.

One of the activities involved with this unit is a book 
study of Night by Elie Wiesel. The students read the 
book over the summer and we began our school year 
having discussions about it. Once we completed our 
discussions, answered many questions, and watched 
an interview of Mr. Wiesel with Oprah Winfrey, the 
students worked on a couple of summative activities 
including poetry composition. Using what they have 
learned from Mr. Wiesel’s experience, the students were 
to write a poem from his perspective. They were to write 
in the �rst person point of view to place themselves ‘in 
his shoes’, with the overall intent to grow and develop 
empathy within them. Through this process of creating 
these pieces of art, I believe these students have begun 
to open their eyes and understand those around them, 
as well as open their hearts to the differences they may 
have with others.
Rebecca Wolf MS Literature and Head Teacher  
Mater Dei

Memories
Before~the sky was a beautiful blue; I had no troubles 
then. 
After~ my days seemed darker, and I learned to survive.
Before I had a wonderful family, one I loved so very 
much.
After I lost them, and now I was alone.
Before �res gave me warmth and food.
After they have only reminded me of the burning 
bodies.
Before I was free, no barbed fences to contain me.
After I had my freedom, but was I really free?
Before I was young, humble and quiet. 
After I came out as a man, wise from the things I had 

seen.
Before I was well- fed, never hungry.
After I witnessed people kill for pieces of bread.
Before I was good in health, strong and young.
After I was weak, the memories to forever haunt me.
Before I never thought such a thing would happen to 
me.
After I stared into the mirror, those dull eyes staring 
back. 
Greta Rosno Mater Dei-Nativity 8th Grade

Alone
Before Auschwitz, my family was alive and well.
After the camp, they were no more.
Before, I was in good health.
After, my health was failing and I was sick.
Before the war, I had many possessions.
After, I only had my shoes.
Before the camp, I would have wanted revenge.
After, all I can think about is food and survival.
Before, I was stronger physically.
After, I am now stronger mentally.
Before my battle for survival, I believed in a God.
Afterwards, I can’t imagine a God that would let this 
happen.
Before my deportation, I was a regular everyday 
teenager.
Now After, I have matured, after witnessing the horrors 
of war.
Before, I had plans for my future; I was to learn the 
Kabbalah
After, I don’t know what to do with myself.
Michael L. Mater Dei-Nativity 8th Grade

Before and After Hitler
Before me and my family were taken, I had a 
structure…and was stable,
After I was unstable… I had no structure.
Before I was a healthy boy,
After I was a sick man.
Before I had my whole family and a house,
After I had 2 older sisters, and nowhere to go.
Before I studied Kabbalah, and prayed daily,
After I didn’t believe in God, and never prayed.
Before I was �t and healthy,
After I was weak and depressed.
Before I was calm and happy,

After I was mad, and upset.
Before I knew how to cry,
After I had to teach myself how to cry again.
Before I was a scared boy,
After I was an emotionless man.
Daytona B. Mater Dei-Nativity 8th Grade

My Fear in the NIGHT
Before- I believed in God and I was faithful
After- I felt God left me so I deserted him
Before my heart was yearning for joy
After my heart was heavy and empty
Before I had a loving family
After I was alone and orphaned
Before I had a name, Eliezer
After I had a number, A-7713
Before I was healthy and full
After I was skinny and looked ghastly
Before the war was a fantasy
After the war was my reality
Before I saw my re�ection in the mirror
After it re�ected a stranger at me
Before I had no fears
After all I fear is what’s out in the NIGHT
Jenna R. Mater Dei-Nativity 8th Grade

Before, I used to be a faithful boy,
But after camp, I rebelled against God.
Before camp, I did not speak much with my father,
After camp, he was all that I had.
Before, my sisters and mother were alive and well,
But after camp, we were separated and I haven’t seen 
them since.
I was childish and young before,
Afterwards, I felt much older and I had grown to be 
wiser.
Before camp, I was full of hope,
After, I had watched my wishes and dreams vanish 
before my eyes.
Before, I felt youthful and alive,
But after I felt hollow of emotions and my spirit was 
dead.
I was a picky eater before camp,
After, I would eat absolutely anything if it meant I didn’t 
starve.
I used to live life carelessly,

But after camp I cherished every second 
I was alive.  
Sarah Engle  Mater Dei-Nativity 
8th Grade

The staff at Kid Scoop News believes 
this type of unit is one that ultimately 
succeeds in assisting students in their 
understanding of acceptance and 
empathy.  In these times, where bullying 
is such an issue and commonplace 
throughout our lives, history can only 
help us to help others in creating 
environments that are safe for all.  
KUDOS to Ms. Wolf for bringing such 
an important issue to light.
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This story may seem a bit silly. Sadly, there 
is some truth to it. For many years, groups of 
people in the United States were treated 
differently just because of the way they look.

What if this news story was true? Are the schools in 
Spottville treating all children equally?

Dottie and lots of kids from her school are speaking 
out against the Freckle Rule. Use the code to see 
what their signs say.
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     ometimes it is hard to decide
      if something is a need or a 
want. For example, cake is a food, 
but it is not a need. It’s a want.

Which of these following foods 
are more wants than needs?

A            is something you must 
have in order to survive. You need 
shelter, clothing, food, water and 
sometimes medicines.

A             is something you would 
like to have, but can live without. 
A music player, a computer, a television 
and a bike are wants, not needs.

Look at each picture. 
Put a green N on 
each picture that 
shows something 

you need each day.

Put a red W on each 
picture that shows 

something you might 
want, but not need.

The school cafeteria is making students think before they buy a snack. 
The prices are all written in code!

                                                         and so forth until you get to

To figure out what each snack item costs, you must first find out what 
number goes with each letter in the word. Then, add the numbers that 
“spell” each word to get the price.

For example:
3¢ + 8¢ + 9¢ + 16¢ + 19¢ = 55¢
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Find the words by looking up, down, back-
wards, forwards, sideways and diagonally. 
Then see if you can find the words in this 
month’s Kid Scoop stories and activities.

WANTS
NEEDS
THINK
SNACK
SHELTER
WATER
SURVIVE
MUSIC
VIDEO
BIKE
FOODS
CAKE
PLAYER
PRICES
ITEM

E

E

F

H

N

E

W

D

E

C

D

M

O

E

N

A

N

C

E

I

U

D

O

L

N

E

I

I

V

S

I

W

D

T

R

R

K

N

I

H

T

E

S

E

P

D

C

C

V

K

E

T

Y

R

E

A

A

I

R

A

M

A

E

B

K

B

N

W

U

A

L

D

E

E

T

E

S

T

S

P

S

D

O

S

W

E

A

N

N

S

Can you find the missing numbers?

ALISHA RINKER  
PERSONAL BANKER ~ WESTSIDE BRANCH
WELLS FARGO MONEY MATTERS TIPS FOR KIDS!

2220 HAMILTON BOULEVARD

WANT VS. NEED 
TIP OF THE MONTH

 Deciding between what you need and what you want can 
be tough! When faced with a decision there is one question 
that you should ask yourself… Is this something I truly need or 
is this something I want? So, what is the difference between 
a need and a want? A need is something that is essential for 
survival. An example would be food, water, a place to live, or 
clothes to keep warm. A want, on the other hand, is something 
that would be nice to have, but not necessary. Some examples 
include an Xbox One, new video games, candy, toys, or even 
going to the movies. When it comes to budgeting, the goal is 
to take care of the things you need �rst and see if you can get 
the things you want with what’s left over. In some cases this 
might not be possible, but that’s where saving money comes 
into play. Here’s an example:
Say, you get paid every two weeks $200. You make a list of 
your needs and your wants. You determine your needs equal 
$150 every time you get paid, so after you take care of your 
needs you only have $50 left. The item that you want costs 
$200. How long will it take for you to save up for the item 
that you want? 

If your answer is 8 weeks then you’re right! If you can set 
aside that extra $50 every time you get 
paid then you will have enough to get the 
item you want while still taking care of 
the things you need. 

Student Musings about Money….
Wants vs. needs.  Wanting is saying, “I want that big Barbie doll house”.  Needing is saying, “We need 
food to live.”  When you say to your child, “What do you want for Christmas,” they are going to say, “I want 
this and that and those.”  But, when you say, “What do you NEED,  they might say, “Well, I do need some 
new clothes.” Parents are good at taking care of our needs but they aren’t that good at always giving us our 
wants.  Because we don’t always need what we want!
Grace Hobbs  Homeschooled  Grade 6

Is it a want or a need? I ask my mom when I can buy things that I want. My mom buys food for my family.  
Food is a need. I asked my mom for a toy T-Rex for Christmas. This is a want. Important needs are food, a 
house, water and clothes. Everyone needs “needs” and everyone wants “wants.”
Michael W.   Mater Dei   Grade 6

What do you need? You should be more focused on that than what you want. You might need clothes but 
are focused on buying an electronic device. It’s time we focus on needs and not what we want. That’s my 
opinion on the topic “Things you want and things you need”. Things people might need are clothes, food, 
and shelter. Things people want would be like an Xbox, phone, or toys.   
Colin Hubbell  Mater Dei  Grade 7 

As a young kid, I sometimes have trouble with knowing the difference between wanting and needing. I think 
that this could be a problem for some kids’ futures if parents don’t give their kids the proper discipline. A lot 
of adults that I know still don’t know the difference between wanting and needing. This is a problem because 
if the adults don’t know then they will pass it on to their kids, then the kid’s kids. Then soon our whole country 
will soon be a non- working, lazy country. Now back to ideas about discipline, I think that they �rst need 
control of the kids’ begging, and that they are not going to get everything they want all of the time.
Andrew Guntren             Mater Dei  Grade 8

Wants verses needs, do you know the difference? Wants are things we don’t need and needs are things 
we need to survive. Food is a necessity, water as well. Wanting a PS4 is something that we might want or 
having those new pair of shoes just because all of our friends have them. Many people in different countries 
have to go to school without shoes or without breakfast. We are all lucky to at least eat breakfast and to go 
to school. Some families in the United States are living on a tight budget and sometimes they cannot provide 
their children with all the wants they think they deserve. Just because you got an A in math on your report 
card doesn’t mean you deserve a new video game or a new football or even a phone! Your parents work 
hard to send you to school and to buy you all you need to succeed.   
Kevin Farias     Mater Dei   Grade 8  

Today I’ll tell you what the difference is between a want and a need. You might say you want an Xbox 360, 
but do you really need it? You might say that you need a new fancy phone or you’ll die. But you really don’t 
need it to live. What you really need is love, family, education, food, and shelter.   
Carter Weiland  Mater Dei   Grade 7

Find the words by looking up, down, back-
wards, forwards, sideways and diagonally. 
Then see if you can find the words in this 
month’s Kid Scoop stories and activities.

WANTS
NEEDS
THINK
SNACK
SHELTER
WATER
SURVIVE
MUSIC
VIDEO
BIKE
FOODS
CAKE
PLAYER
PRICES
ITEM
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T

R

R
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P
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R
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E
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N

S

Can you find the missing numbers?
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103

5

9

5

4

5 8
9

6 12

Can you do each of these for one minute?
Find someone to time you and see!

3+
3=

__

4+8=__

6+
9=

__

5+5=__

5+
2=

__

3+4=__

7+4=__

7+5 =__

2+3=__

4+2=__

8+8=__

8+1=__

9+8=__

6+3=__

3+8=__

3+9=__

0+6=__

2+7=__

3+2=__

5+
3=

__

4+4=__

5+
7=

__

1+6=__

8+
3=

__3

7

2
3

7

1

What time do the 
clocks and watches 
on the left show?

Can you find the 
clocks that show 
the same time on 

the right?
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           Some clocks are 12-hour clocks. Other clocks are 24-hour clocks. On a 24-hour clock, you start
           counting the hours from midnight. From midnight to noon, the hours are are numbered 1-12. 
After noon, they are numbered 13-24.

If you don’t use a 24-hour clock, how do you know if it is morning or afternoon? You can use the letters a.m. after the time to 
show it is morning and the letters p.m. after the time to show that it’s after noon.

What time do you do each of these things? Draw a line from each box to the time line to make a “Day in My Life” time line.

Alicia O’Donnell Day, Modern Day Chemical Engineer 
Recently, Sgt. Bluff-Luton �fth grade students Cori Griebel and Sophie Loffswold 
interviewed Iowa State student Alicia O’Donnell.  Alicia is a SBL alumnus and is majoring 
in chemical engineering at Iowa State.  Alicia shared her interest in chemical engineering 
with the elementary  ELP classes this past winter to initiate some interest and excitement 
about (STEM) careers.  Alicia is a member of Alpha Sigma Kappa at Iowa State and the 
Community Service Chair. 
*************
The third, fourth, and �fth grade ELP classes at SBL were honored to have an Iowa State 
University college student come teach them about her major, life, and many other things!
Alicia is on her fourth year of college and is studying to be a Chemical Engineer.  She 
was born in Sioux City, Iowa on September 28, 1993.  She has moved many times. In 
third grade she moved to Merrill, Iowa and then in middle school she moved to Sergeant 
Bluff, Iowa and attended Sergeant Bluff until college.
Her heroes are women who have studied science and didn t́ give up even with the tools 

they had a long time ago.  She doesn’t consider herself like them, because she has more 
modern tools to help her.  They paved the way for women in science today. 
She said it was a lot different going to Iowa State because she always lived in small 
towns, but Iowa State is a lot bigger.  It’s good to have new perspectives when 
graduating.
If you are interested in engineering then take classes. Students should consider taking 
math and science classes.  Alicia said to take as many as you possibly can while still in 
high school. 
When she came to our school, we did four activities.  We did dog house of cards, egg 
bungee drop, the candy solar system, and packaging without damaging anything.  The 
ELP classes, under the instruction of Jill Vander Schaaf, enjoyed Alicia’s presentations and 
activities, and found a new resource for science and math understandings!

Interview by Kid Scoop News Siouxland Feature Reporters,
Sophie Loffswold and Cori Griebel   Sgt. Bluff-Luton Grade 5

Students from Mrs. Jill VanderSchaaf’s ELP classes at Sgt. Bluff-Luton elementary school recently had a STEM treat!  Alicia O’Donnell, senior chemical engineering student 
at Iowa State, shared hands on learning experiences with the students, in hopes of encouraging some future science and engineering  majors.  KUDOS to Sgt. Bluff-Luton for 
bringing in past alumni to bring a positive slant on STEM influence and education.   Mrs. VanderSchaaf’s 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade students were part of the day’s activities.
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This trick 
takes a little 
practice. Do 

it a few times 
until you can 
do it well!

Then bring on 
your audience!

Tab

Place the glass upside down on the 
plastic lid. Trace around the glass to 
make a circle, drawing a little tab as 
shown. Cut just outside the circle to 
make it a little bit larger than the 
mouth of the glass. Be sure to cut 
out the tab.

Pick up the glass 
with your otherooo 

hand and turn it over 
quickly, but gently. 

Slowly remove the hand 
holding the top of theo 

glass. If done right,o 
the circle will stick to 

the glass and the water 
won’t spill out.

Put down the pitcher and cover 
the mouth of the glass with the hand 

hiding the plastic circle. Secretly place 
the circle over the mouth of the glass, 

covering the entire top.

Place your pitcher 
and glass on a 
table. Hide the 
plastic circle in 

the hand you 
won’t use to pour.

Pour water 
from the pitcher 

into the glass, 
until it begins to 
overflow. Say “I 

can tip this glass 
of water over my 
head and keep it 

from pouring 
out.”   

Lift the glass over 
your head and say 

“Magic tricks are hoti 
work. I think I’lloo 
cool off.” Thenooo 

gently push on theoo 
tab. The plastic circle 
will come off and the 

water will fall on you!

Quick! Before it melts! 
Solve the puzzle frozen in 
my ice cubes and you will 

have good luck!

Fill in the blank squares 
with numbers to make the 
sum of each side and each 

diagonal add up to 15.

Hey kids! Are these 
cool winter days 

making you feel limp 
and lazy? Chill! 

Try my thrilling and 
chilling magic trick. 

It’s cool!

STEM stands for science, technology, engineering and math. STEM projects are a chance 
to think outside of the box and think creatively. STEM projects are fun and exciting. I think 
STEM projects are fun because they’re challenging and get you to think differently. It also 
gives you a chance to experience different subjects and see how they work together. An 
example of a STEM project is the egg drop. This project was really fun and educational. 
This is one of the many STEM projects you can do and I strongly encourage you to try a 
STEM project.
Ellie Lehmann   Mater Dei   Grade 8 

STEM is a fun thing that we have at Mater Dei school every once in a while. We do 
projects and learn about science, technology, engineering, and math. The �rst time we 
had STEM we made a boat out of various art supplies to see if it could hold up to 272 
pennies. If your team’s boat could hold 272 pennies you would win a prize. This was 
one of my favorite things of the school year. We were all divided into teams of 4 to 6 
members. Every time we do STEM we don’t know who we will get in our team. The whole 
thing is about teamwork and competing against each other.  
Ricky Cancino  Mater Dei  Grade 7    
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Standards Link: Life Science: When the environment changes, some animals die; some kinds of organisms that once lived on Earth have completely disappeared, although they resembled others that 
are still alive today.

 Nearly one-tenth of the Earth’s 
 surface is covered by frozen ground 
 called permafrost. It extends 305 
 to 610 meters deep. In Siberia, one 
 permafrost layer measured 1,500 
 meters (4,921 feet) deep.

 
Things covered with permafrost stay preserved. 
Scientists believe the creature at right has been 
frozen for 20,000 years. What do you think 
scientists will learn from this amazing frozen 
piece of history?

The Twelve Days of Science  
by Ms. Siepker’s First Grade Class at Lawton-Bronson
STEM Connection With a Song!
During the month of December, the �rst graders in Ms. Siepker’s class wrote and illustrated 
a book called The Twelve Days of Science.  They did each experiment and would like to 
share all twelve with you. They hope you enjoy doing the science experiments as much as 
they did!

On the �rst day of science my teacher brought to me a glass with a crumpled up paper.
On the second day of science my teacher brought to me one �ying jet.
On the third day of science my teacher brought to me a bag with a cracker in water.
On the fourth day of science my teacher brought to me one air cannon shooting light things.
On the �fth day of science my teacher brought to me �ve candy canes.
On the sixth day of science my teacher brought to me a paper with a maze and a drop of water.
On the seventh day of science my teacher brought to me one jingle bell song.
On the eighth day of science my teacher brought to me 8 sink or �oat fruits.
On the ninth day of science my teacher brought to me one magic container.
On the tenth day of science my teacher brought to me elephant toothpaste.
On the eleventh day of science my teacher brought to me one cloud with smoke.
On the twelfth day of science my teacher brought to me a balloon that cannot be blown up.

To do the experiments:
First day:  Take an empty glass.  Put a crumpled ball of paper inside the glass.  Turn it 
upside down.  Push the glass straight down into a pan of water.
Second day:  Stretch 3 equal lengths of string across the room.  Blow up the balloons.  
One should be large, another one small and the other one in between.  Attach a piece of 
drinking straw with tape to each balloon.  Thread the string through the straw.  Release the 
balloons and record where each one stops.
Third day:  Fill a lockable plastic bag half full of water.  Knead the bag to simulate the 
churning action of the stomach.  Add a cracker to the bag and knead.  Watch how the 
“juices” mix with the cracker to break it down.
Fourth day:  Ask an adult to cut a hole in the bottom of a yogurt container.  The hole 
should be about one-half inch in diameter.  Cut the mouth off the balloon 
and stretch it across the top opening of the container.  Secure the balloon 
to the mouth of the container with the rubber band.  Tap on the balloon to 
produce a small burst of air out of the hole in the bottom of the container.  
You can make things move by tapping the balloon.  We used cotton balls, 
dominoes and a folded index card.  With the help of an adult, you can bring 
your air cannon near a candle and tap the balloon until you make the candle 

go out!
Fifth day:  You will need candy canes, baking soda, vinegar and food coloring.  First, 
spread baking soda on a baking sheet.  Add the candy canes.  Put some food coloring 
with a cup of vinegar.  Slowly add the vinegar.  Let the mixture sit for an hour and see 
what happens to the candy canes!
Sixth day:  Place a piece of wax paper over a maze.  Put a drop of water at the start.  
Using a toothpick, drag the water to the �nish line.  
Seventh day:  Using 5 spoons and 5 glasses, add water and be able to play the �rst few 
notes of “Jingle Bells”.  You will need to add or take out water as needed.
Eighth day:  Find a container and different fruits.  Add water to the container and predict if 
the fruit will sink or �oat.
Ninth day:  Find an empty plastic container with a tight lid. Use a thumb tack to make holes 
in the base.  Take off the lid and push the container underwater and then put the lid back 
on.  The container should be full of water.  Air tries to get in the holes.  It pushes so hard 
that the water cannot get out.  Push the thumb tack through the lid to make another hole.
Tenth day:  Set a plastic pop bottle in the middle of a pan to catch the toothpaste.  Mix 
2 tablespoons of warm water and 1 teaspoon in a separate container for 1 minute.  Mix 
in your pop bottle ½ cup 6% hydrogen peroxide(20 volume clear developer from Sally 
Beauty Supply works �ne too) with 4-5 drops of food coloring and a squirt of dish soap.  
Pour the yeast mixture into the pop bottle and be amazed!
Eleventh day:  Put warm water in the bottom of a jar.  Flip the lid upside down and �ll with 
ice and place on top of the jar.  Light a match and throw it into the jar and then replace the 
lid.  Watch the cloud form.  Open the jar and release the cloud!
Twelfth day:  Part 1:   Place a balloon inside a plastic pop bottle with its mouth sticking out 
the top of the bottle.  Blow into the mouth of the balloon and try to in�ate it.  It should be 
dif�cult to do.  Now place a straw next to the balloon inside the bottle.  Be sure that the 
end of the straw sticks out of the bottle.  Try in�ating the balloon again.
Part 2:  Place the balloon inside the bottle with its mouth sticking out the top of the bottle.  
Blow into the mouth of the balloon and try to in�ate it.  It should be hard to do.  Using 
a thumbtack, poke a small hole in the bottle of the bottle.  Now in�ate the balloon by 
blowing into the mouth of the balloon.
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he word animation comes from the word animate, which means to give life. 
Animation is sometimes called “moving pictures.” But the pictures don’t actually 

move. Characters, cars and other things appear animated when many still pictures are 
viewed very quickly, one after another. An animator makes a series of pencil 
drawings—each one just a little different from the one 
before it. Then, each drawing is redrawn in ink, painted 
and photographed. It takes about 18 drawings for just 
one second of animated action. A 70-minute animated 
film can use more than 60,000 drawings!

117

1. Cut out the pictures of the Kid Scoop Explorer.
2. Glue each picture onto heavy paper. (Gluing the
 pictures on the back of old playing cards works great!)
3. Stack in order, starting with number 1 on the top.
4. After you have the pictures in order,
 tap the side of the pages so they are
 all even. Then staple the stack on
 the left-hand side to make a book.
5. Hold the stapled side and flip
 the other side with
 your thumb.
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Standards Link: Reading Comprehension.

For many years animated films, or cartoons, were made 
by filming lots of still drawings, one after another. In 
1995, Toy Story, by Pixar Animation Studios, was the 
first feature-length animation film to do things 
differently. They used computers!

Computers don’t make movies. People do. The 
filmmakers create stories and characters. Computers are 
a tool to help bring the characters to life—to give them 
expressions and actions. Using computers, animators 
can now create realistic textures, details and lighting 
effects that would have been almost impossible in 
animated films just 20 years ago.

All animated films start with a written story, or 
“script.” Number these computer screens so that the 
script can be read in the correct order.

WINTER  HAIKU ~ JAPANESE POEMS
3 LINE POEMS WITH 5-7-5 SYLLABLE PATTERNS

BY: MRS. PAULSEN’S 3RD GRADE
WOODBURY CENTRAL SCHOOL MOVILLE, IOWA

FAMILY HOLIDAY TRADITIONS

I made a snowman
I can build a big snowman
I like snow a lot
Wyatt F.

Snow is very cold
Snow is cool when it falls down
Snow sledding is fun
Sam M.

Building a snowman
I see snow�akes falling down
Let’s make an angel
Kendra M.

Sledding down the hill
I like to build a snowman
and play with my friends
Katie L.

Sliding down a hill
Building an awesome snowman
Creating a snow fort
Aaron M.

Building a snowman
Snow is falling to the ground
He is �nished now
Aleks C.

Icicles falling
Snow is falling on my head
Snow forts falling down
Josie H.

Snow is so shiny
Snow�akes fall from the 
rooftops
I see snow falling
Talan B.

I like snowball �ghts
I see a blizzard outside
It is cold outside
Zoe M.

Children are sledding
I will make a fun snowman
It is snowman time
Rylie P.

I see lots of snow
I like to build a snowman
I see ice hanging
Casey N.

I build a snowman
I like to build a snow fort
I like winter days
Logan J.

I build a snowman
I see snow falling outside
I love winter time
Phoenix B.

I build a snowman
I go sledding with Axton
I love winter days
Zack B.

Snow is in my yard
Snow is white and cold and cool
I made a snowman
Ashton L.

Sledding down the hill
I see blue jays �ying down
It is really cold
C.J. H. 

Super- duper cold
Today I’ll make a snowman
Better get your gear
Emma K.

I see snow falling
I like to play in the snow
It is fun to ski
Kylie T.

I feel snow and wind
I see snow�akes falling down
I make snowmen, too
Trey A.

I go out and play
I go sledding with a friend
I love the winter
Axton L.

Snow is falling down
I play in the snow with friends
Snow is piling up
Rylee V. 

Trees have snow on them
Snow falling all over me
Lots of jolly souls
Nathan B. 

I stare at my Elf on the Shelf, and I go to bed again. I wake up on Christmas Eve, and 
I love looking and searching for my Elf on the Shelf. There she is on the oven with my 
Grandma and cookies or something. I give her a hug.
Cayla J.   Lawton-Bronson  Grade 3

My family tradition is that we always eat soup, and then we play a couple of games. Then 
we talk, and I’m saying, “Let’s get to the presents!!”
Robby D.  Lawton-Bronson  Grade 3

We built a snow fort last week.    I thought of building a snow fort.  My mom gave me 
brick -sized tub.  She asked me what I could do with this.  I told her I could make a snow 
fort.   She said that it was a good idea. She told me to get my brother and my sister. We 
built a real, cool fort.  It was about a 5’x5’ area with a huge archway. The walls were 2’ 
high and the arch was about 5 1/2 ‘ tall. A person stopped by and wanted a picture. I 
liked making it.       
Jacob Hobbs  Homeschooled  Grade 5
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Snowy Owls are large, white owls of the typical owl family. 
These owls hunt and are active day and night. Younger 
snowy owls start with darker feathers which turn lighter as 
they get older. They have keen eyesight and great hearing, 
which helps them hunt easier. Their wings are 4.2-4.8 feet 
long and their body is about 20-28 inches long. Snowy 
owls are very majestic and beautiful animals.  
Karlie Stoos Mater Dei  Grade 7

The snow shines with the sun’s rays…
slowly melting and �owing different ways.
All seems calm, peaceful, and warm.
Soon, all unexpected, new snow comes with a storm. 
Aubrie Harrington     Mater Dei  Grade 7

January 
January has come,
Jan is glad for it is her favorite month.
I guess she’s like an ember with January as her �re.
Jan says that she plays soccer, baseball, basketball,
To me it seems that it’s a lot of sports with a ball.
For me, Noah, I prefer December,
Like a song, Noel, it burns in me like an ember.
So this is my poem time,
And it’s okay to rhyme all the time.
Noah Zeisler   Mater Dei Grade 7 
Gracie
My German short- haired pointer Gracie is like a rabbit. 
She hops around and burrows in the snow.  She tries to 
walk on our icy pond and then slips all around. She chases 
birds around the yard for a while, then gives up and digs 
a hole in the snow to sleep in it. She gets sad in the winter 
because she can’t swim. She likes the water more than the 
snow.
Anthony C.   Mater Dei Grade 7

Igloos 
My favorite thing to do in the winter is build igloos. Last 
year I made an 8ft. by 10ft. igloo. We had four chairs in 
it. There were colorful lights wrapped around it. My puppy 
spent all her time in it. We had one window in it. I used 
it for a base during snowball �ghts. I never got hit. I felt 
invincible.  
Anthony Courey  Mater Dei Grade 7

Have you ever gone tubing? I don’t mean in a water park, 
but what about in the snow? It’s fun in a back yard slope, 
but have you ever gone down a hill meant for it?
My dad, his friends, and I went to a place somewhere in 
Indiana that had a hill that was for tubing. It was a cold 
winter day but I had so much fun I didn’t feel the cold! 
There were a lot of different slopes; one was one big line of 
everybody! Also another where they would spin 3 people 
like a circle! That was probably my favorite winter day ever
Joe Adams  Mater Dei Grade 7

Every time it snows, I go to the farm and go sledding with 
my cousin Jack. We use the four- wheeler and the bobsled. 
We make giant ramps and �y off of them. Then we go 
inside and get some hot cocoa before we go back out 
and I drive the four -wheeler because it’s my turn. I knock 
Jack off several times before it’s my turn again. When we 
are tired from sledding we drive back to the farm from the 
�eld. I remember one year, as we were driving back to the 
farm, I �ew right into the side of the barn and got a bloody 
nose. So, this is my favorite thing to do for Christmas.

Justin Steen  Mater Dei Grade 8
One of my favorite things to do during the winter is sled. 
Sledding is so much fun, especially with jumps. Building 
jumps may take a while but in the end it will all be worth 
the wait. To go off a jump you may want some speed so 
I would recommend going down a big hill and not a little 
dinky one. Big ones are better because you can get a lot 
more air time. The little dinky ones are bad because you 
don’t hit the jump right and you don’t get air time. When I 
go sledding I love to go with friends. But when the day is 
done and I have gone inside, I like to make me some hot 
cocoa and watch Christmas movies.
Ben Dixon        Mater Dei  Grade 8

When you think of winter what comes to mind? I think of 
snow, cold weather, and getting sick, but most of all, I think 
of fun. During the months of winter, you can �nd me outside 
most of the time. Red ears and nose, wearing gloves, a 
hat, and a huge coat that makes me look like a pillow with 
legs, having a snowball �ght with my cousins. Or down at 
the park near my house, swinging, freezing cold, but still 
laughing my head off, probably because of something that 
my cousin said. Or maybe I could be found with a ball, 
bat, and a softball glove, down in the ball �eld at the park. 
There’s actually a lot that you can do in the winter if you 
put your mind to it, but most people don’t even realize it.
Daytona Bahmer        Mater Dei     Grade 8

Everything is covered in white,
It’s all a very pretty sight.
It’s always very cold,
I hope you have something warm to hold.
Christmas lights shine so bright,
And they give off amazing light.
This time of year is such a delight,
This time of year just feels so right.
This season is all about love and joy,
And maybe you’ll even get a new toy.
Kolby Harrington Mater Dei Grade 8   

Here are some facts about Polar Bears. Did you know that 
their real name is Ursus Maritimus? Polar Bears are very 
strong and good swimmers. Polar Bears live in one of the 
planet’s coldest environments. They are so warm is because 
they have thick fur and a lot of fat. They walk so well on 
ice because of their sharp claws. They typically prey on 
seals. The females give birth to twins in the winter. Polar 
Bears are usually not scared of humans so if you see one 
run away. They are mammals. They weigh up to 900 to 
1600lbs. They can be as tall as 8ft. and their average life 
span in the wild is 25 to 30 years.
Ethan Gilmore    Mater Dei 
Grade 8

I better put on a jacket because it’s 
breezing,
And now it is just a little freezing.
No more school today!
So I am going to play.
No more vowels, 
Hey, I just say a snow owl!
Laynee Lehmann          Mater Dei       Grade 6

What is your favorite type of dog breed? If you were to 
ask me, I’d say a husky. Huskies are great, awesome dogs! 
They can be very small or huge. A toy husky is very small. 
They can be gray, white, or black. Huskies love snow. 

Huskies run and play outside in the summer and the winter! 
I really want one. Huskies are great, cool pets!
Drew Determan    Mater Dei   

Three!   Two!  One! Happy New Year! As the glass ball 
drops in New York and the countdown reaches zero it 
marks a new year of resolutions and opportunities. People 
celebrate by taking vacations for their last few days of 
winter break after Christmas, and staying awake until 
midnight to be awake for the brand new year. A couple 
of times these past few years my family of six have driven 
down to Keystone, Colorado to take part in one of the 
world’s favorite winter past times. Skiing! Millions of people 
take part in and enjoy skiing each year in the United States 
alone. In the US there are over 500 ski resorts, 60 of which 
are in Colorado and New York alone! As an idea for 
next year, bring up Skiing, there are many local ski resorts 
which are great for the whole family to enjoy!   
Michael Leiting  Mater Dei

January 
I like to play in the snow,
but the snow makes me cold.
My dog likes to eat the grass,
But then my mom has a little sass.
People like to come see me,
But then I have to clean.
My brother will be born,
So then I will not be bored.
I like to go back to school,
But staying home was cool.
Morgan Duncan   Mater Dei  Grade 7

Would you like to learn about the arctic hare? The arctic 
hare’s fur is white in winter and brown or gray in summer 
to blend in to hide from predators .They have heavily 
padded paws so they can walk on snow and ice. Their 
legs are long and powerful. Their feet are larger than their 
legs. They can weigh 9 to 12 pounds and 22 inches long. 
They have tall ears and a very small tail. They are one of 
the world’s largest hares.
Food is scarce in the winter because of the snow and ice. 
They dig holes in the snow to get food. Many hares look 
for food together. They eat woody plants, berries, grass, 
leaves and small insects. They use their paws to pick up 
food. 
They’re fast runners running up to 40 miles per hour. They 
live alone but can be found in groups of dozens. They dig 
in the snow and huddle together to share warmth. They 
sleep in holes too. Arctic hares have one litter per year. 
Their babies grow quickly.  Spring to winter they’re already 
grownups.
Arctic hares live in the harsh environment of the North 
American tundra. Sometimes the arctic hare is called the 
polar rabbit. The arctic hare is cool.
Josie Abramo  Mater Dei Grade 6

My favorite snow animal is a husky. I chose this animal 
because I like snow and animals. My favorite thing about 
a husky is that they are fast, funny, and they can protect 
you. The unique thing is that they look like a fox. Long ago, 
these dogs weren’t really pets, they were survival dogs. 
Huskies like to play because these dogs are energetic. 
Someday I want to own a husky.
Danny Rodriguez  Mater Dei   Grade 6
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Do you like playing in the snow during the winter? Well, there are plenty of fun things you 
can do. You can go sledding or build a big snowman in your front yard.  You can also 
have snow ball �ghts with each other, and make snow angels in the snow. After a long day 
of playing in the snow, you can enjoy a nice cup of hot chocolate indoors! 
Hope Sokolowski  Mater Dei  Grade 8  

Every winter my family comes over to go sledding on New Year’s Day. In the morning we 
put the plow on the four- wheeler to make a ramp. Everyone starts arriving at about 11 
o’clock. We have chili for lunch with cinnamon rolls and bread. Once everyone’s done we 
head outside and start sledding. Last year my cousin’s boyfriend brought his tube for tubing 
on water. We took that off the ramp and we �ew off it. Once Colby and I got on the tube 
to sled and we didn’t want to get off. After a long day of sledding, we went inside for some 
soup and beer bread. Sledding with the family is one of the best activities in winter time. 
Trent Hope Mater Dei

Every time it snows I go to the farm and go sledding with my cousin Jack. We use the four- 
wheeler and the bobsled. We make giant ramps and �y off of them. Then we go inside 
and get some hot cocoa before we go back out and I drive the four- wheeler because it’s 
my turn. I knock Jack off several times before it’s my turn again. When we are tired from 
sledding we drive back to the farm from the �eld. I remember one year, as we were driving 
back to the farm, I �ew right into the side of the barn and got a bloody nose. So this is my 
favorite thing to do in winter.
Justin Steen  Mater Dei  Grade 8

LaunchPAD! Children’s Museum 
staff will hold its Grand Opening 
on Thursday, February 11, 2016. 
The opening will be coordinated 
with a weekend of fun, learning, 
and celebration.  After 12 long 
years of planning it is finally 
here!  Don’t forget to check 
out the different activities and 
presentations that will be shared 

that weekend. The staff at Kid Scoop News Siouxland is 
proud to support the hard work and patience that all the 
volunteers and staff have shown these past few months.  
KUDOS to LaunchPAD and welcome to 
Siouxland!

FAREWAY IS A PROUD SUPPORTER  
OF LITERACY FOR OUR SIOUXLAND YOUTH!

4267 SERGEANT RD..
GROCERY 276-1873 • MEAT DEPT. 276-8956

SGT. BLUFF • 700 1ST ST.
GROCERY 943-9325 • MEAT DEPT. 943-9326

4016 INDIAN HILLS DR.
GROCERY 239-0528 • MEAT DEPT. 239-0529

4040 WAR EAGLE DR.
GROCERY 252-0388 • MEAT DEPT. 252-0389

BETTER YET....LETS FINISH OUR KID 

SCOOP NEWS MICHELLE PAULSENS 

3RD GRADE CLASS MOVILLE

A DONUT AND THE NEWS... 
KID SCOOP NEWS THAT IS!

TIME FOR THE NEWS...KID SCOOP NEWS IN RIVERSIDE
INSPIRATION COMES WITH HARD WORK 

AT SGT. BLUFF-LUTON

MOVILLE 3RD GRADE WISHES US A 
VERY MERRY KID SCOOP NEWS DAY

WINTER WRITINGS
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National Geographic Kids Creature 
Feature
kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/snowy-owl/
Did you know that snowy owls have yellow eyes and black 
beaks, and they will even attack a wolf if their nests are 
threatened? National Geographic Kids tells all about snowy 
owls.

BioKIDS Critter Catalog
biokids.umich.edu/critters/Nyctea_scandiaca/
Critter Catalog provides detailed scientific information and a 
page of photographs that’s a great resource for a report on 
snowy owls. 

Adopt a Snowy Owl
defenders.org/snowy-owl/basic-facts
Defenders of Wildlife helps protect snowy owls by working 
to preserve Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge which is 
threatened by oil drilling.

Ookpik: The Travels of a Snowy Owl
by Bruce Hiscock

The story begins on the tundra landscape of Baffin Island 
with a nest of eggs. We follow the story of Ookpik, from egg 
to hatchling to young adult. When food is scarce, Ookpik 
must fly south to the Adirondacks and then back to his 
homeland 
within the 
Arctic Circle. 
Hiscock 
presents an 
informative, 
realistic story 
that explains 
the 
adaptations, 
behavior and 
habitat of the 
majestic 
snowy owl.

This fall, the PTO at Missouri Valley sponsored a coin drive to raise 
money so that each classroom would be able to purchase new books 
from the Scholastic Book Fair.  Thanks to the generosity of local 
families, they were able to purchase some great books. Kid Scoop News 
shares Mrs. Dickinson’s enthusiasm for creating classrooms where 
literacy is celebrated!  Here are some of the book reviews the 2nd grade 
classroom wrote after reading the new books!
A Day with Miss Lina’s Ballerinas by Grace Maccaronne
I like this book because the ballerinas dance on their toes. They dance everywhere - they 
dance at the zoo and at school.  They dance at home, at the park and even in their 
dreams!
Read and written by – Mackenzie C.  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Coach Hyatt is a Riot!  by Dan Gutman
This is a good book and funny, too!  I think you should read it. One of the things I thought 
was the funniest was that Coach Hyatt’s son Wyatt kept on picking his nose!  I liked the 
book.
Read and written by - Dani S.   Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Mr. Sunny is Funny!  by Dan Gutman
This book is about when A.J. is going to a beach house with his cousins. There is a mix-up 
and Andrea is there instead. Finally, A.J’s friends come around.  Andrea likes Mr. Sunny, 
the life guard. Names in this one book include: A.J., Ryan, Neil, Andrea and Michael. I 
give this a 5 out of 5 points!
Read and written by – Toben L.   Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Stink Moody in Master of Disaster by Megan McDonald
Stink kept saying an asteroid was going to hit the Earth.  I thought it was funny because 
Stink built an asteroid house by himself. At the end of the book they were going to name 
their own star. Stink saw a shooting star and Judy told him to make a wish.
Read and written by – Trinity K.  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Miss Kraft is Daft!  By Dan Gutman
In this book a class’s regular teacher was Mr. Granite, but he had a cold. He didn’t really 
want to go home so when they did their math they had to go to an assembly.  He went 
home and Miss Kraft came to be the substitute. Everyone asked if she was a clown. The 
next day Mr. Granite was still gone so Miss Kraft was there again.  On this day they 
did what Miss Kraft said and she told A.J. to tie her up in ropes.  He did and then the 
principal came in.  The principal said that if A.J. did one more bad thing he would be 
suspended.  Next, A.J. did something that made the principal even madder than ever!  
You should read this book to see if A.J. gets suspended and to see how funny it is.
Read and written by Claire M.  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Coach Hyatt is a Riot! by – Dan Gutman
 Coach Hyatt brought her son Wyatt to school.  He always picked his nose.  In this book 
there is an annoying girl named Andrea.  She’s pretty much good at everything.  She even 
clog danced at the football game! I think you’ll like this book because there are facts and 
it’s funny too.
Read and written by – Hailey M.  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

Mrs. Dole is Out of Control! by – Dan Gutman      
A.J. hates school!  He said, “I’m glad there are only two more days of school.  I’m going 
to hang out with my friends.”  Then Ryan’s mom came in.  She talked about when Ryan 
was a baby. She said he wore Elmo diapers.  Ryan hid under his desk.  The next day they 
had a graduation party for 3rd grade.  After they talked about that stuff  Of�cer Spence 
said, “Throw up your hats!”  A.J. threw his hat. It went into the crowd.  It came back!  It 
knocked over the �ame.  Emily caught on �re.  Mrs. Daisy fainted.  It wasn’t the �re that 
made her faint, but instead she was having a baby!
Read and written by – Eliot Birks  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

A Day with Miss Lina’s Ballerinas by – Grace Maccarone
You should read this book because it is a good, good, good book!  I read it and I want 
you to read it so you can share it with your family.  The girls that go to this class are called 
ballerinas. Ballerinas do leaps, splits and pirouettes.  If one of them falls or trips, all of 
them fall.  Even Miss Lina!  But they are O.K.
Read and written by Kortney A.  Missouri Valley  Grade 2

I just read this really good book. I think you’ll like it. It’s The Snow Day from the Black 
Lagoon. It’s a book about a boy named Hubie. He is not a person who likes snow, but 
then he starts to go outside and play. He’s starting to like it.
Brenden C.    Lawton-Bronson  Grade 3

I just read this awesome story called December Dog! It’s by Ron Roy. It’s about these kids 
that �nd a puppy in the snow. It has a gold body and white paws. I think other kids will 
also love this book as much as I did! At the end of the story, Brad helps Emily steal the 
dog, but Brian �gures out it was a present for him.
Tristan G.    Lawton-Bronson  Grade 3
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Five Senses
Study the five 

senses and then 
you will help the 

monk to meditate. 
There's a fun quiz 

at the end too.

Tell Us What
You Think

Do you have a free 
online game you like 
to play? Send your 

reviews and 
recommendations to 

woodword@
kidscoopnews.com bestschoolgames.com/educational-games/five-senses/

“Fully Involved”…Such as Sizing up a 
Fire, and a New Book!
Photographer, writer, and entrepreneur George Lindblade 
has long been a fan of the Sioux City Fire and Rescue 
Department. As a child, he could see a story in the face of 
a tired �reman as he fought off the �ames in a building �re, 
or in the faces in the crowd, straining to see if the �re had 
been contained and if everyone was out of the building. 
He began to realize at such a young age that those stories 
held more detail about the impact of the �re then actual 
event. He began to know that those faces might be the 
answer to actually what happened, to what had caused 
the �re.  Modern day crime investigators had nothing on 
this young boy!
George began taking photos at the age of seven.  He 
was born, as he puts it, literally, with his “insides out.”  
The doctors believed he had a short time to live. George 
surprised them all ….he survived and his full life story is yet 
to be completed, but, he knew early on that sports would 
not be in his daily routine and he wanted something that 
set him aside from others, something that would engage 
his time and possibly engage his life. Photography became 
that “something” and from that moment on, he was 
hooked.
“There is so much activity in a �re, it’s not a play, but the 
drama and the action going on create scenes.  I want to 

tell the stories and 
the photos do that.”  
The �rst �re George 
encountered with his 
camera was at the 
Unitarian Church on 
10th and Douglas.  
Even at that young 
age, he began to 

wonder, to notice…

not just see and hear what was going on, but really be 
engaged with what was going on.  “I was like a �y on the 
wall, observing everything that was going on.  I began 
to ask questions and sought the answers in the images 
I produced.”  George became “fully involved” with the 
camera and his photos, and that engagement has led 
to Lou Ann and George Lindblade’s fourth book, Fully 
Involved.
Fully involved is a �re and rescue term.  When the 
�re�ghters arrive at a �re where the blaze and smoke are 
consuming the area, it is important to quickly assess the 
scene, and �re�ghters are fully involved.  George and 
Lou Ann have found throughout the years that there is 
a speci�c language to the �re culture and as they have 
become centered in that culture, the language has also 
become theirs.  In 1969 George became an honorary 
member of the Local 9 Union…and has not looked back 
ever since.  It is that language and culture that they have 
tried to embrace in the book.  They wanted to capture the 
stories, the sequence of a �re in the photos.  They wanted 
to embrace the �re department microcosm of culture and 
show a lighter side, too.
George and Lou Ann believe that the Fire and Rescue 
teams throughout the area should be honored.  “They 
have so many hats to wear.  They are medical teams, 
construction teams, they need to know hydraulics and 
engineering and they need to know it quickly.  The 
�re department must assess a situation and as Mark 
Aesoph (Sioux City Fire Marshall) has been noted, “Time is 
everything.”
For years, George has been a self- proclaimed pack rat.  “I 
never throw anything away.  Early last summer we decided 
to do a book on the history of the �re department.  To do 
a history like this, you must be fully involved.”  Lou Ann 
agreed, her face lighting up as she shares the commitment 
that they have to the book.  Co-owner of the gift shop, 
Christine McAvoy assisted with the sifting and sorting 

of materials, and all three obtained 
veri�cation of photo information, dates, 
people…the project became more than 
a labor of love, it became everything 
and they were fully involved.  “It was 
like Grant took Richmond.  We wanted 
a Christmas deadline and we are 
close.”
To anyone who has attempted the 
publishing of a book, the time frame for 
this one is amazing. While any writer 
will know that the organization and 
actual schematic overview is something 
that is constantly being thought about, 
the outward work of this book began 
last summer.  There had been others 
who wanted to create such a book, 
and they have given recognition to 
them in this one and appreciative of 
any efforts that were done in terms of 
honoring the �re�ghters.
This 200 page book is �lled with 
more than 500 photos from the past 
through the present.  Readers will enjoy 
stepping back in time, to note that even 
in the 1800s, �re�ghters worked long 
hours with little time off and never a 
day around the 4th of July, because 

�reworks are always a concern.  “People respect and 
appreciate their work,” George noted.  “They are on the 
job to help us, they are benevolent and needed.”  George 

and Lou Ann hope to 
have captured the very 
essence of what it means 
to be “fully involved” as 
a �re�ghter and to show 
us all the stories that 
have taken place in our 
hometown. 

 
Fully Involved
By George and LuAnn Lindblade 2015

Mackenzie McClure 
North High School 
Sophomore 

CHRISTMAS DINNER STATION 4 1958

GEORGE AND LUANN LINDBLADEST. BONIFACE CHURCH
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Can you decide which license 
plate belongs to which driver?

a zookeeper
an airplane pilot
a snowman
a movie director
a doctor
a football player
Godzilla
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2016

It is said that no two 
snowflakes are exactly 
alike, but on this page, 
all the snowflakes are 
the same except for 
one. Can you find it? 

Chart how many 
hours of sleep 

you get per night. 
Between 10 and 

11 should be 
your target.

Festival of Sleep
Day

30 minutes of 
walking can boost 
your brainpower. 

Start walking with 
some friends daily.

Ben Franklin was 
born on this day in 
1706. Discuss his 
accomplishments 
and inventions. 
Why are these 
important to us

all today?

Today is Australia 
Day. Write down 
three facts about 

Australia.

Write out your list of 
10 long-term goals 
for the New Year.
New Year’s Day

This is a day off 
school when you 
can serve your 

community. For 
ideas visit 

www.mlkday.gov

Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day

Choose something 
new to make or do 
this month. Start 

collecting the 
materials you’ll 
need for a new 

hobby.
National Hobby

Month

Write down three 
trivia questions and 
quiz your parents or 
friends. Then have 
them ask you three 

trivia questions.

Trivia Day

Wrap up warm and 
go for a walk today. 

See how many 
different kinds of 

birds you can spot.
National Bird

Day

Today would be a 
good day to write 
thank you letters 

for all your 
Christmas gifts.

National Thank
You Month

Put together a 
family calendar for 

the entire year. 
Mark everyone’s 
birthday, school 

holidays, 
anniversaries and 

special days.

Fill five or six 
glasses with different 

amounts of water. 
Make a tune tapping 
them lightly with a 

wooden spoon.

Which is the most 
cluttered part of 
your room? Get 

containers together 
and organize the 
clutter, label the 

containers and throw 
away or recycle 

unwanted pieces.

Why is milk 
important? Discuss 
the different ways 

you consume milk? 
What is your favorite 

milk product?

Find a chore to do 
at home or ask a 
parent to allocate 
a chore. Give it an 

extra effort and 
see if you can 
accomplish 

something today.
Work Harder Day

Make a map 
today of your 

home and yard, 
as if you are 

looking down on 
it from above. 
Use color to 

show different 
elements.

Sprint from one end 
of a basketball court 

to the other. How 
many times can you 
go back and forth in 

10 minutes?

Look through a 
page in the 

newspaper and find 
a word you do not 
understand. Look 
up the meaning in 

a dictionary.

Discuss frost today 
in class. What does 
it look like and feel 
like? How does it 
form? Or make a 
fruity frost treat at 
home by mixing 

different fruit juices 
and freezing them.

Invite some 
friends over 
or gather the 

family 
together for

Family Game
Night

Lewis Carroll 
was born on this 

day on 1832. 
Make a drawing 

of one of the 
characters from 

Alice in 
Wonderland.

Get a group 
together. Choose a 
tune you all enjoy 

and play your 
kazoos together.

Kazoo Day

Find a puzzle in 
Kid Scoop News 
and work with a 
friend to find the 

solution.

National Puzzle
Day

What did you do 
this month to stay 
healthy? What will 
you carry forward 

to stay healthy 
next month?

National Staying
Healthy Month

Save up for 
something special! 

Start a jar or a 
piggy bank and put 

in change 
whenever you can.

For tonight’s 
movie, rent a movie 

with a winter 
theme. Make a 

big bowl of 
popcorn and enjoy

the show.
Family

Movie Night

Help a parent make 
a big bowl of soup 
for dinner tonight.

National Soup
Month

Make a January 
scrapbook. Include 

photos of all the 
family and 

memorabilia from 
special events and 

excursions this month.

Write a one 
paragraph 

description of your 
favorite pie, what 
is in it and why it 
is your favorite.

National Pie Day

How many 
different 

“opposites” can 
you think of today. 

Make a list and 
add to it throughout 

the day.
Opposites Day
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With your child, look
through the newspaper

to find pictures of
things that start with

the same sound as the
letter Q in quetzal.

Point to the number
2 in the newspaper.
Have your child say

the number
and trace the

number 2s that
are large enough.

With your child, look at
one page of the newspaper.
Say, “The big Q, called
uppercase Q, is looking
for his little brother (sister)

called lowercase q.
Let’s see how many

big Q, little q matches
we can find.”

Ask your child to find
pairs of thing in the

newspaper. For example:
two eyes, two ears, two

knees, two elbows.

Watercolor paints add life
to black and white pictures
in the newspaper. Have

your child paint the
pictures.

Open the newspaper to one
of the first 10 pages and
tell your child the page

number. Ask, “What page
comes next? What page

comes before?”

Look through the
newspaper for pictures of
birds. Cut out one of the

birds and glue it to a piece
of paper. Give your bird
friend a name and talk

about how you would care
for the bird, if it were real.

What comes next?Pictures to PaintFind a Feathered
Friend

Two by TwoBig Q, Little qMath PlayLetter Identification

Q is for Quetzal

Learning Buddies: Read the two phrases aloud. Have your
child read with you. Trace the uppercase and lowercase
letter Q. Say the letter as you trace it.

How many      ?
Learning Buddies:
Trace and say the
number. Read the

questions. Touch and
count to find the answers.

q is for quetzal

How many words or pictures can
you find on this page that have
the sound that the letter Q makes
in the word quetzal?

How many      ?

Quetzal bird, up high in banana tree,
Quetzal bird, you sit all alone like me.
You can fly away,
In the sky away.
You’re more lucky than I.

How many      ?
yellow Qs

red Qs

blue Qs

The quetzal is a beautiful bird that lives in Central and South
America. Find the differences between the two quetzal birds.
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It’s simple!
Your locally-owned car store is proud to support
Siouxland Newspapers In Education and Kids Scoop News.

SIOUX CITY

3601 Singing Hills Blvd. & 2001 E. 6th St., Sioux City • SiouxCityFord.com • 712-277-8420

The New Jersey Kinder Kids have been so very busy this last month….with Ms. Hopkins’ visit from Kid Scoop News 
Siouxland to our classroom,  the busy holiday season, and a very special New Year….we have loved our time in 
school!  Ms. Hopkins taught us about the way a magazine is organized and especially about the important roles the 
pressmen/presswomen have in creating all of the print.  We learned a little about how the title, photos, and captions 
help the story come “alive” in newspapers and magazines.  We couldn’t wait to “dig into” our copies of Kid Scoop 
News while wearing our own Kid Scoop News Siouxland  feature reporter badges and pressmen hats!

We’ve been thinking a little bit about reindeer during the snowy season and we decided that they might play some of these games!

Games about �ying!  Everett  Jumping into the sky games! Grayson   Jumping high in the wind! Jack
Running and Jumping games.  Clara  A Flying Game!   Avery

See you next time in Kid Scoop News. (Oh, by the way…it was really warm in New 
Jersey during December….even 70 degrees…we thought a little about our Texas friends!)
Ms. Clancy’s Kindergarten Class in New Jersey!

Iowa Kinder Kids, Feature Reporters and Friends

Our Iowa Kinder Kids had a special visit from Ms. Jeanette.  Ms. Jeanette is the educational 
coordinator for Kids Scoop News Siouxland and she came to our class to share a little 
about the front page of a newspaper.  We glued the masthead of our newspaper on.  Our 
masthead was Kid Scoop News.  We created our own story and titled it “Kinder Kids 
Hunt” for Hunt Elementary .  Jeanette taught us a little about the 5W’s which are:  who, 
what, where, when, and why.  Those are the important parts of a story.  The newspaper 
reporter must “get to the point” as quickly as possible.  A newspaper story is based on 
facts!  We did a language experience activity to write our story and everyone �nished their 
stories.
We learned that one important role in the newspaper organization is that of a pressman or 
presswoman.  In the early days, the pressman wore a newspaper hat 
to keep the oil and ink from the printer off of his head.  With �re being 
an issue, even your hair might be in danger!  We each were given 
a pressman’s hat to wear and an of�cial Kid Scoop News Siouxland 
reporter badge.
We didn’t realize there was so much to putting a newspaper together!
See you next time!
Ms. Junger’s Kinders from Iowa

Kid Scoop News Siouxland loves the notes, artwork, and photos from our “littles”…our special kindergarten friends.  If you have a thought to share with them, just send it 
to us.  We are finding that our special friends from throughout the United States share so very much in common.  Thank you, Kinder Kids for making our day!

Texas Kindergarten Friends Wonder About Snow!
Our Texas friends were thinking of all of those people who live in areas where it snows in 
the wintertime.  It’s been pretty nice down there, and they have so many questions about 
snow and what someone can do during the winter snow months.  Our Iowa and New 
Jersey kinders would love to know, what they do in Texas during our snow months.  They 
might be a little jealous, as they can even go without coats and boots during January!  
Maybe instead of making snow angels, they could make sand angels? We love hearing 
about the different states and the different regions and how kindergarten students are 
really so much alike!

Dear Kindergarten Friends,
Do you know how to throw snowballs?  How do you make a snowman?  We don’t get 
snow in Texas.  Do you like your snow?  Can you make snow angels?....Oh, and have you 
EVER made OLAF in the snow.
We would love some snow pictures.  We wondered if you sled down mountains???
We are putting up our Christmas tree today.  We made a HUGE gingerbread house 
in our classroom with cardboard.  We are coloring candy to put on it.  We will take a 
picture when it is done.  We have our names on it.  (We even work in it and play in it….
but only 3 people at a time.)
In school we read and do center.  Oh, the gingerbread house has windows, too.  We are 
all friends and we wish we could meet you!  Have some Happy Holidays….
Love,
Ms. D’s Kindergarten Class in Texas

KINDER KIDS
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In this two-player game, Player A 
uses a BLUE crayon, Player B uses 

an ORANGE crayon. Take turns 
drawing a horizontal or vertical line 
between two dots. The player who 
draws the line that completes each 
square gets 1 POINT. If there is a 

snowflake in that square, the player 
earns 3 BONUS POINTS.

                                                                            The grid below is filled with pictures of symbols
                of winter time. Match each group of symbols on the right with the same four symbols, 
grouped in the exact same position, on the large grid on the left.
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That’s a Whole Lotta’ 
Pizza!
Who doesn’t like a simmering, gooey, 
delightful slice of pizza with a glass of 
soda on ice?  With 

January here and the winter season 
upon us, the “Good Chow” group 
from mater Dei lets us in on a few 

secrets and ingredients that make 
Sioux City a pizza lover’s destination.

*********
The pizza place that I choose has 2 locations 
in Sioux City. The service from Town House was very fast 
and the server was really nice. When I was there, I ordered the combo pizza which had: 
pepperoni, sausage, Italian sausage, ham, beef, black and green olives,mushrooms, 
onions, and green peppers. When it was set in front of me, it smelled and looked 
delicious. When I took my �rst bite of the pizza, I could taste all the ingredients and none 
of the ingredients overpowered the whole taste of the pizza, which tasted great. I rate the 
pizza at this place a 9 out of 10 and I think everybody should give Town House a try.
Antonio Shaw                         Mater Dei    Grade 8                                       

The pizza I am reviewing was made in a large commercial-sized oven from Jerry’s Pizza, 
a long-time wonderful pizza joint in the Siouxland region and has 3 additional sites . The 
dough was made from scratch.  The pizza I tasted was a large, round pizza with green 
olives, ground beef, pepperoni, cheese and pizza sauce. The smell was overwhelming 
and delicious, especially the pepperoni. The crust was baked to a golden brown with 
occasional air bubbles and burnt spots. Everywhere you looked there were green olives 
sitting on top of the melted cheese. It was decorated with circles of pepperoni and brown 
chunks of hamburger. 
From the �rst bite to the last, the pizza crust crunched in my mouth. It wasn’t �oppy or 
too hard-- it was just right.  The saltiness of the olives and pepperoni gave it just the right 
Italian �avor, making my mouth water.  There was just enough sauce-- not so much that 
it dripped off the pizza like at other restaurants. Compared to other pizzas I have tried, 
this one is at the top of my list. On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being very poor and 5 being 
excellent, this pizza is de�nitely a 5.  I would recommend this pizza to anyone looking for 

a delicious meal delivered right to your door. I just wish the leftovers tasted as good as the 
pizza fresh out of the oven from Jerry’s Pizza. 
Colby Wilmesherr  Mater Dei  Grade 8

I reviewed Jerry’s Pizza, a pizza joint on West 25th and Hamilton, 1417 Morningside, 
and in South Sioux City. All of the pizza is oven baked, and I am reviewing the supreme 
pizza. The pizza smelled and looked mouth-watering, with stringy light cheese. The crust 
was a little burnt but other than that, the pizza looked delectable. When I took a bite, the 
stringy cheese had an amazing taste, and the pizza didn’t feel greasy at all. The crust 
had a slight crunch and I can remember eating the slice in a short amount of time.
 Some of the things that didn’t really �t my preference were that the crust was thin, (but 
if you like thin crusts, there you go…)there wasn’t much �uff, and some of the toppings 
overpowered the cheese. I think that this pizza was over all wonderful and a real treat. 
I loved the cheese and toppings, but I think I’d like an ease up on the cooking time and 
fewer toppings so we can taste the cheese more. (Next time I’ll order that way!)  I give 
Jerry’s Pizza a high score!
Ashlyn Murphy  Mater Dei  Grade 8

A couple of weeks ago I reviewed a local Sioux City restaurant, El Fredo’s Pizza. My 
pizza of choice was a large round pepperoni pizza with cheese sticks on the side. The 
pizza was excellent, the pepperoni was spread evenly around, which was good because 
almost every bite had pepperoni. The cheese stayed on the pizza and didn’t fall off. Each 
bite tasted sweet but then it had a subtle bit of spice. The crust was one of my favorite 
parts because it had the right amount of thickness. The pizza was a little greasy, but it 
wasn’t like you needed twenty napkins, and pizza needs just a little oil to �avor.  The 
cheese sticks were nice and warm and melted in your mouth. They were covered with lots 
of cheese and the crust was salty.  Excellent! If I had to rate it, I would give El Fredo’s a 
�ve out of �ve!  It’s the only pizza my family buys! 
Jenna Rethman  Mater Dei  Grade 8

Food Detectives:  Ms. Siepker’ Class and their Fantastic 
Food to Table Insights! 
 Lawton-Bronson Elementary School
Some of the adventures the �rst grade detectives have taken have included:  comparing 
candy corn to �eld corn, making pumpkin patch pie in a bag, learning about pigs and 
meeting Flat Aggie.  Our Food to Table project continues to amaze us!
Through picture books, the detectives have learned that agriculture is included in many 
books.  While listening to the story “Turkey Trouble,” Noah D. stated that the cow in the 
story was a dairy cow because she had gutters!  Oops!  The detectives reviewed that 
dairy cows have udders.  While listening to “A Turkey for Thanksgiving”, the detectives 
learned where wild turkeys could live and also what they might eat.The detectives 
compared candy corn to �eld corn.  Brooklyn C. said, “The candy corn doesn’t have a 
husk!”  Amazing comparison, Brooklyn!  
The �rst graders met and made Flat Aggie, who is a cousin to Flat Stanley.  She was 
created by a Kansas farm wife who wanted people to learn more about agriculture. Flat 
Aggie likes to travel in envelopes and go on adventures.  She likes to eat and see how 
food is grown.  While writing about her grandpa, Kaylee M. wrote:  “I went �shing with 
my grandpa.  Maybe Flat Aggie can come next time, but not �shing!”
Through our Flat Aggie project, the students are learning not only about agriculture, but 
also about states, countries, maps, landmarks and a bit about history.
Brooklyn C. was the �rst student to bring pictures of her Flat Aggie to school.  Flat Aggie 
spent the weekend in the country at Grandma Laura’s house.  The students were able to 
compare living in the country to living in a town/city.

Josie Z.’s friends sent a picture of Flat Aggie ready to enjoy an ice cream cone at Mt. 
Rushmore!  Doug and Sarah shared that the ice cream is made with Thomas Jefferson’s 
original recipe, which was created in 1780.  The ice cream gets its extraordinary rich 
�avor from vanilla beans.  The beans are sourced from where Jefferson would have gotten 
them from.  President Jefferson is credited with bringing the �rst written recipe for ice 
cream to the United States.  The milk for the ice cream is produced by Pride Dairy.  Not 
only did the �rst graders learn bits and pieces of American history, but they also learned 
that Mt. Rushmore is one of our national landmarks, Joshua B.’s Flat Aggie was given to 
the Burwell family of David City, Nebraska.  Shortly after arriving, she boarded a plane 
and went on vacation with the family in Tampa, Florida!  After checking into the hotel, 
she went to the beach and saw dolphins swimming and people �shing.  She discovered 
that night at dinner that seafood is food that comes from the sea.  She tasted oysters, 
lobster, shrimp, scallops and grouper.  Flat Aggie had room for dessert and ordered fried 
snickers bar, which she said was delicious!  On Thanksgiving Day, she traveled to Cape 
Canaveral and was surprised that she got to have lunch with an astronaut!  Instead of 
space food, she enjoyed a turkey dinner!  Flat Aggie learned that the astronauts’ favorite 
drinks include juice, coffee, tea or water.  They can’t have soda because without gravity, it 
would explode all over when opened.  
Melissa Nelson, our Ag in the Classroom teacher, presented a lesson on pigs.  We 
learned that some breeds of pigs have droopy ears and others have upright ears and 
since pigs weigh so much they would not make a good pet.  We also learned that there 
are many breeds of pigs.  Some include the : Yorkshire, New Hampshire and Duroc.  We 
then did an activity where we colored a pig making sure that we made one of the breeds 
that Melissa showed us.  What an amazing set of adventures in learning we have already 
done and we look forward to more this year!

2701 FLOYD BLVD, SIOUX CITY, IA 51104
(712) 252-5166

SPONSORED BY:
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Special Feature by Lawton-Bronson Students
As 5th and 6th grade Lawton-Bronson Elementary School students, we got to take part of 
a school- day- off to interview some of the players of the Sioux City Musketeers Hockey 
team.  In addition, we were allowed to tour the locker room. Each of us was able to ask a 
few questions of three different players to learn more about the game and what happens 
behind the scenes of our local hockey team, The Sioux City Musketeers. The players we 
met and interviewed were Cam Gornet, Phillip Knies, and Pierce Pluemer.
 Cam is from St. Louis, Missouri, and this is his second year on the team. Pierce Pluemer is 
from Wisconsin, and Phillip is from Arizona; both attend classes at East High School. All 
three have been playing hockey since they were about four years old. Cam and Phillip 
said their dads played, Pierce grew up playing with his brothers in Wisconsin. The players 
like Sioux City because it is a small town, everything is close, and the river is pretty.   
People are nice and there are lots of hockey fans here which makes it pretty special. 
It is challenging being away from family and friends and they don’t always get time off 
for holidays to see them, but Phillip says it helps that his family often comes from Arizona 
to the games. The players believe it is fun playing for the Musketeers because of the great 
arena, the facilities, and the big fan base. Sioux City is one of the very elite and best 
places to play hockey for players their age. Cam is a goalie, and Pierce and Phillip are 
both forwards. The players said their favorite thing about playing hockey is just liking the 
sport itself, the team camaraderie, and working together for the same goal. We especially 
liked seeing the Musketeers’ locker room. It is really big, has a place for all other their 
gear and a room for the staff to meet. It even had a place for when they get injured to 
receive therapy. 
All three players have goals to further their education and plan on playing hockey in 
college next year. Cam is going to Harvard University to study business; Pierce is going 
to the Air Force Academy to study engineering; and Phillip will play at the University of 
Miami in Ohio and also study business. When asked what pro teams they would like 
to play for, if possible in the future, they said places that have a big hockey culture like 
St. Louis (The  Blues are where Cam is from.) Also, the Blackhawks in Chicago are very 
successful. The Minnesota Wild is a team Pierce named, as it is close to his home in 
Wisconsin.  Phillip named the Arizona team because they are in his home state. One of 
the best college teams is Michigan, according to Cam, but Harvard  where he will be 
attending college,, is also a good one for hockey and academics are important there. 
When asked who their hockey idol was, Pierce Pluemer said his favorite player was Ron 
Francis because he works hard.

Feature Kid Scoop News Reporters
Tyson Braunschweig (6th Grade), Tyler Draayer (6th Grade),  
Isaac Stadsvold (5th Grade),  
Landon Orr (5th Grade)—Lawton-Bronson Elementary School 

Tyson Braunschweig Feature: This was my second time interviewing someone from the 
Musketeers, as I was able to interview the coach, Jay Varaday earlier. I was looking 
forward to talking to Cam Gornet, who plays my favorite position on the team, goalie. 
One of the things I asked him about was if being a goalie can be scary at times. He 
responded that there is pressure in being a goalie, especially when you know you are 
the only one who stands between the puck and the goal. But that is why he is a goalie, 
because he likes that kind of pressure. Another topic we discussed was what Cam thought 
was his greatest save in his hockey career. He said it was when he was on his knees and 
someone attempted to score a goal. He reached out with his glove and caught the puck 
out of mid-air! 
Cam also said he makes sure to stretch and work out to keep his body in shape so he 
is able to drop to his knees and block the puck. We really enjoyed our time with the 
Musketeers and Coach Jay Varady even took a picture of us with the team in the locker 
room to help remember this fun day. Thanks to the Sioux City Musketeers, Jay Varady, 
and Jeanette Hopkins for the opportunity to interview players on this amazing team. We 
all had a great time!

Check out the Musketeers this month at the Tyson Events Center!  We appreciate the time 
that Coach Varaday and his players took to visit with our feature reporters and the fact 
that they are such wonderful role models for all Siouxland students. 

You should play hockey because…
1. It is fun.
2. You get to skate fast.
3. You can be the goalie.
Hockey is fun. If you want to play, you need to do lots of practicing.
David H.  Lawton-Bronson  Grade 3

Hockey….
It’s been a rough few years for the Timberwolves. They reached an all- time low when 
they went 16-66 last year. They had some good luck when they won the 2015 NBA 
Lottery, winning the #1 overall pick, Karl Anthony-Towns. The Wolves are also grieving 
the loss of former GM and coach, Philip “Flip” Saunders, who died of complications from 
cancer at age 60. They will wear a “Flip” patch on their jerseys this year.
 It’s not all that bad, though. They now have a dynamic duo of Andrew Wiggins, last 
year’s Rookie of the Year, and Karl Anthony-Towns. They also have a strong supporting 
cast with players like Ricky Rubio, Kevin Garnett, and Shabazz Muhammed. Everything 
is looking up in Minneapolis as the Wolves are ready to bring a ‘ship back to the Land of 
10,000 Lakes’.
Zach Uhl  Mater Dei-Nativity  Grade 8

Wrestling …
Have you ever heard of the sport wrestling, or ever wrestled? Well, I wrestle, and it’s a 
great sport. I wrestle for Western States. Every year our club goes to tournaments all over 
Iowa. This year I went to districts. I had a six man bracket and I got 2nd place, so I got 
to go to state. I never placed at state, but I won a match. A few weeks later, there was a 
tournament called Corn Cob Nationals. In my �rst match I faced a girl and lost 13 to 3; 
I was really angry. All my friends made fun of me. Then I was told she got 3rd place at 
state, so I felt a little better. Earlier in the season there was another big tournament called 
Winter Nationals. It was at the beginning of the year and I wasn’t very good. I didn’t 
place at this tournament. We did a lot of other small tournaments and I usually got 1st or 
2nd place, but sometimes 3rd or 4th.  Wrestling takes hard work and practice!
Tamen Brand  Mater Dei-Nativity  Grade 7 

I really like playing basketball with my friend Jacob.  He is very good. While I’m playing 
basketball, my friends Ryan and Ethan are wrestling. My friend Jacob and I are always 
playing together in practice. We go to many tournaments and we usually win because 
our team is really good. We have gotten many �rst place medals. We practice a lot, so 
we are good. We practice on Mondays and Wednesdays. My friend Jacob doesn’t like 
Wednesday practices because it cuts into his special time at home with his father. My 
friend Carter used to play but someone fell on his leg while he was playing. He doesn’t 
play anymore. He was really good.
Connor Bos   Mater Dei-Nativity  Grade 7

SPORTS
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Page 4
Use the code to see what their signs say.
Freckle faces for freedom

Page 12
Sasha’s Snowman
G

License 2 Launch
F - a zookeeper
C - an airplane pilot
G - a snowman
E - a movie director
B - a doctor
A - a football player
D - Godzilla

Page 8
Snack Time Puzzler
Juice Bar = 69¢
Carrots = 94¢
Crackers = 78¢
Cheese = 45¢
Granola = 66¢

Page 9
Can you find the missing numbers?

Page 10
Time Match

Page 6
Can you unscramble their names?

Page 7
Can you find the eyes that match?
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Page 14
Make the sum of each side and each 
diagonal add up to 15.

Page 17
First Things First

Page 5
Find the two bells that are exactly the 
same.
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During the 2015-16 school year Kid Scoop News Siouxland and Claudia Hessa 
owner/baker at Sioux City’s fabulous Sugar Shack will be sponsoring a “Best in 
Class” Teacher of the Month contest.  Every day teachers inspire the minds and 
imaginations of young people, provide safe places for students to grow and play, 
and give students the skills and con�dence for the future. Celebrate those special 
people by nominating a teacher and including a short descriptive paragraph about 
“why” this teacher should be the “Best in Class” Teacher of the Month. Winning 
“teachers” will receive a special treat from Sugar Shack and a “basket of goodies” 
from Kid Scoop News Siouxland.
Complete the entry below and email, snail mail and/or bring it in.  A panel of 
judges will determine the best entry and award the “Best in Class” prize to the 
winning teacher. 

BEST IN CLASS ~ TEACHER OF THE MONTH 
NOMINATE YOUR TEACHER!

Teacher’s Name: ____________________________________________________

Nominated by: _____________________________________________________

School Attending: ___________________________________________________

Grade: ____________________________________________________________

Tell Us Why Your Teacher is Great!: _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Return entry to:   Sugar Shack/Kid Scoop News Teacher of the Month
 
NIE Siouxland
515 Pavonia
Sioux City, Iowa  51102

Or Email it to us at:  
jhopkins@siouxcityjournal.com
nicole.schweitzberger@lee.net

“BEST OF CLASS” TEACHER OF THE 
MONTH WINNER, MARY SIEPKER   

Each month, Claudia Hessa at Sugar Shack Bakery and 
Kid Scoop News Siouxland  honor a student-nominated 
classroom teacher with  a special gift basket.  So many 
nominations are received from students, and it is very 

difficult to select just one.  This month, first grade teacher 
Mary Siepker from the Lawton-Bronson school district 
shed a few tears when student Natalie McKenna handed 
her the goodie basket.  Ms. Siepker, in Natalie’s eyes, 
is very special because she teaches the students about 
the importance of knowing the farm to table process 

and teaching them in a hands-on way!  Natalie read her 
nomination to the class and gave Ms. Siepker a quick 

hug!  Kid Scoop News Siouxland  and local business folk applaud 
Ms. Siepker and her hands-on classroom approach to learning.  KUDOS!

NIE SIOUXLAND

LAWTON PRONTO

THIS MONTH’S TEACHER OF THE MONTH PROUDLY SPONOSORED BY

S&S EQUIPMENT INC.
Congratulations, Ms. Siepker!
Thank you for all you do and for being 
such a wonderful teracher!

WHISKEY CREEK FARMS
Congratulations, Ms. Siepker!
Well deserved! I have enjoyed being 
partners with your class this year!

FLUENT CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
Thanks for inspiring the love of science in our 
kids! We know you have expanded their world 
and increased their wonder of it! Thank you!

Congratulations, Ms. Siepker!
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PARTNERSHIP IN EDUCATION
SPONSORSHIP AGREEMENT

If you wish to become a sponsor TODAY please complete this form. 
Keep one copy for your records and RETURN the original to:

Kid Scoop News - NIE Siouxland
attn: Nicole Schweitzberger

PO Box 118, Sioux City, IA 51102
make checks payable to Kid Scoop News - NIE Siouxland

Business Name: _______________________________________________________________

Contact Person: _______________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________

Phone: ______________________________________________________________________

Email:  ______________________________________________________________________

SELECTED PARTNERSHIP LEVEL

Silver Corporate     $1,000

Partner In Education   $250

Bronze Corporate         $500

Classroom   $125

Gold Corporate      $2,500

Benefactor                $5,000

�ank You for your support. Your contribution toward promoting literacy 
in our community is an investment in the future of the Siouxland area.

one community. 
one goal. 
one child at a time.

one community. one goal. one child at a time.

I LOVE IT BECAUSE YOU CAN SEE TOPICS FROM KIDS PERSPECTIVES AND STORIES ARE COOL 
AND I WOULDN’T KNOW ABOUT THESE THINGS WITHOUT KID SCOOP NEWS ~ MARA, AGE 11

I LIKE KID SCOOP NEWS BECAUSE YOU GET TO MEET NEW PEOPLE AND GET TO HEAR NEW 
STORIES, ABOUT THEM AND THEY ALL LOVE WHAT THEY ARE DOING. ~ ALEXIS, AGE 11

. I HAVE TO THANK YOU LADIES FOR DOING ALL OF THIS. I HAVE A STUDENT WHO REALLY 
STRUGGLES WITH WRITING, BUT FOR SOME REASON THE TOPIC THIS WEEK GRABBED HIS 
ATTENTION. HE WROTE THE MOST AMAZING ARTICLE ABOUT THE MILITARY, IT BROUGHT 

TEARS TO MY EYES! I AM SO PROUD OF HIM!
~ 3RD GRADE TEACHER AT HINTON

THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO TO MAKE KID SCOOP NEWS 
SUCH A SUCCESS!  WE LOVE, LOVE, LOVE BEING A 
PART OF KID SCOOP AND LOOK TO SEE WHAT PAGE 
WE’RE ON IN THE MONTHLY EDITION.    PRIMARY 
TEACHER, LAWTON-BRONSON

MY STUDENTS LOVE KID SCOOP NEWS-   ELEMENTARY 
TEACHER-UNITY

WE LOVE IT..(KID SCOOP NEWS) AND AFTER THIS 
QUARTER WE WILL WRITE ABOUT OPINIONS AND 
SUBMIT THEM!   ELEMENTARY TEACHER-UNITY

I WOULD LOVE TO BECOME A FUTURE FEATURE 
REPORTER.  THANK YOU FOR THE INFORMATION AND I 
LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING KID SCOOP NEWS IN 2016.
WEST MIDDLE STUDENT

COCOA AND A DONUT AND KID SCOOP NEWS IN MRS. MEAD’S RIVERSIDE CLASS.

NIE SIOUXLAND

MRS MEAD’S RIVERSIDE 

CLASS CHECKING  

OUT KID SCOOP NEWS

MRS. CLANCY’S NEW JERSEY KINDERS...WE LIKE OUR KID SCOOP NEWS FRIENDS!
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Classroom Sponsors
Tanworld & Lori Lee’s
Bruce & Jeanette Hopkins
United Bank of Iowa, Moville
Book People
Triview/Quality Telecommunications
KVLZ Custom Bailing, Climbing Hill
Akron Gold & Silver
Bluebird Springs Orchard - Akron
Deck Law

Paul & Tamme Saul
Yellow Rose Catering - Moville
Gretchen Gondek
Dr. Stee Maxwell
Helen Maxwell
Dr. Earl Maxwell 
Sterk Financial - Dakota Dunes
Granny Stitches
Friendship & Service Club, Akron, IA

Judie Uhlir
EFMC Inc.
Bill & Becky McKenny
Doug Harrold
Allan Wall
In Memory of Gene Windeshausen, 
Principal at Crescent Park & Bryant
In Memory of Amzia & Iva VanLaningham  
Rebo’s 

Bob & Sharon Kirschbaum
McClure Engineering
Lester A. Juon
New Horizons United Church of Christ 
Craft Auto Body 
Quality Backhoe Service 
CD Norvell PC, Tax & Accounting Services 
Cardinal Public Relations
The Glass Shop

Partners In Education
AFSCME Local 212
Anonymous Sponsor
Charlies 
Irwin Painting
Lilly Family Dentistry
Belle Touché

THANKS

You!YYoYoY uThank
from

Your  
Company Here

Become a sponsor of a classroom today! Sponsorship forms are on page 31

Chesterman’s
Summit Dental
Larry & Jeanene Book
First Premier Bank
Bishop Heelan Catholic Schools 
Missouri Valley PTO
Prince Manufacturing

Dental DepotThe

Dr. Richard Hettinger


